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Fordham and the Law 
BEYOND NATURAL LAW: 
AN IDENTITY FOR FORDHAM 
LAW SCHOOL. 
By Jerry Choe 
Fordham Law School has been 
criticized for lacking some sort of princi-
ple or overarching theme which distin-
guishes it from other law schools. Chicago 
Law School , for example, has law and 
economics and New York University has 
civil liberties. A number of other schools 
adhere to the principles of the Critical 
Legal Studies movement , which embodies 
certain nihilistic beliefs about the nature 
of law. Each of these approaches assumes 
an analysis of the law that goes beyond a 
mere study of the positive law as we see 
it in our cases and statutes. 
In the early part of this century, Ford-
ham Law School had an identity as a Jesuit 
institution, adhering to Catholic princi-
ples . The Law School, however, has left 
behind much of its identity as a Jesuit 
institution . This is perhaps due to an in-
creasing number of minorities entering 
higher education and the growing influ: 
ence of liberalism in our society. 
Although the administration would like 
the school to be viewed as "the friendly 
school," as it currently stands, Fordham 
Law School has a reputation as a practi-
cally oriented school-a place to go to 
obtain a good job. In general, Fordham 
provides an education in the positive law. 
Fordham can and should go beyond the 
mere prerequisites of providing an 
adequate education for its students. It 
should have an identity grounded in a prin-
ciple higher than "the friendly place to go 
to get a good job ... 
In the October issue of The Advocate, 
Jay Aragones, a second year student at 
Fordham, urged the School to incorporate 
Traditional Natural Law principles into the 
curriculum. According to Mr. Aragones, 
if any school is equipped to teach Tradi-
tional Natural Law, it is a Catholic school 
like Fordham. 
What is Natural Law? 
Natural Law is a moral and legal prin-
ciple. The founder of the Western Natural 
Law tradition, St. Thomas Aquinas, and 
his disciples believe that justice and mor-
ality are ideas that are derived from the 
"human reason's" grasp of fundamental 
truths about humankind and the universe . 
A necessary precept of Natural Law theory 
is that if the law does not conform to what 
universal justice and morality dictates , it 
is not, strictly speaking, "true law ." In 
other words, "correct" or true law is inex-
tricably bound to fundamental truths about 
justice and moral ity. 
The cornerstone of Traditional Natural 
Law, as a product of Christian and Aris-
totelian thought, is that these fundamental 
truths are eternal 'and immutable, the same 
for all people at all times. As such, once 
specific moral truths are laid down as pre-
cepts for Natural Law, these precepts can-
not tolerate conflicting beliefs becl;luse 
.there is only one correct truth. ' 
Continued on page 8 
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G. Gordon Liddy: 
now legendary Watergate break-in which 
ultimately led to the resignation of Presi-
deJlt Nixon, his career outside the Water-
gate scandal has been no les~ interesting. 
After graduating Fordham College in 1952 
he served for a year and a half in the Army 
during the Korean War before returning 
to Fordham in 1954, this time at the Law 
School . After graduating in 1957 as 11 
member of the Law Review, Liddy joined 
the FBI. Liddy's personal style was well 
suited for Hoover's FBI and by the age of 
29 he was appointed the youngest field 
Captain in FBI history . After a four-year 
stint in the FBI, Liddy entered private CDr-
porate law practice with his father, Sylves-
ter Liddy, (FLC '26) but soon left because, 
as he put it, "We Liddys take up a lot of 
space. There wasn't even enough room 
for the two of us in all of Manhattan let 
alone the same office." And so he went 
north, to become an Assistant District At-
torney in Dutchess County. Ever restless, 
Liddy used this position as a platform trom 
which to run for the House of Representa-
A Warm Homecoming? 
by David A. Javdan 
On Monday, October 29, 1990, G. Gor-
don Liddy accomplished a feat that numer-
ous other distinguished speakers could not 
do-he filled the McNally Amphitheatre. In 
the most well-attended lecture of the year, G. 
Gordon Liddy, as a guest of the Fordham 
Federalist Society, spoke for approxi-
mately two hours on a variety of topics 
ranging from his from his experiences as tives. He lost the race by one and a half 
General Counsel for Nixon's Committee points in the Republican primary to Hamil-
to Re-Elect the President (CREEP) to his ton Fish, Jr. , a popular Congressman who 
philosophy on criminal justice which he still holds the office today. After the elec-
refined while incarcerated in nine different tion, Liddy moved to Washington to be-
prisons throughout the country. come a Special Assistant to the Treasury, 
While Liddy is the most famous for his and ~hen in 1970 he became a member of 
leading role as the strongman in Nixon's Nixon's White House staff. Ever mobHe, 
Republican party who implemented the Continued on page 5 
Fordham Takes a First Step Towards Joining the Public Interest Movement 
by Miriam Buhl 
After a decade characterized by some 
as an era of greed and insensitivity to the 
poor-and the environment on the part of 
citizens and government alike, more and 
more lawyers are returning to die public 
service ideals of the sixties and early 
seventies. The movement to public in-
terest and pro bono work is considered' by 
some to be an effort to heal the spiritual 
vacuum of the 80s. It is also seen as an 
urgent and necessary response to problems 
such as homelessness engendered by the 
Reagan administration 's severe cutbacks 
in social programs and the Legal Services 
Corporation. 
Clearly, the issue of public interest law 
is here to stay . The American Bar Associ-
ation, often cited as the barometer of legal 
trends, recently undertook 'a study which 
showed that nine out of ten legal needs of School is realizing that its tuition costs-
the poor go unmet. In addition, the ABA and resulting debt often incurred by stu-
code of ethics mandates that attorneys dents-may prohibit graduates from 
should do pro bono work, (the Student ABA pursuing public interest law. Moreover, 
also reccomends a mandatory pro bono re~ the Law School's ability to attract high: 
quirement). The American Lawyer covers quality students may depend on increasing 
the topic regularly, and its July cover story its public interest programs at the school. 
rated the pro bono efforts of 130 top firms, As a result, Fordham is cautiously joining 
revealing widely varied results (Wilmer, many of the country's leading law schools 
Cutler & Pickering averaged 134 hours in the effort to improve financial support 
per attorney per year with 50% of attor- for students and graduates who pursue 
neys working more than 20 hours on the public service. 
cases; Cleary, Gottlieb put in 56 hours Two major developments over the last 
with 32%; and Mu~g~ Rose clocked 5 six months are aimed at providing public 
hours per attorney per year with 4%). interest-oriented students the support they 
The national . trend towards increased may need during and after law school. In 
commitment to public interest law and pro October, Dean Feerick announced .that a 
bono work is slowly taking root at Ford- $1 million Public Service Law Fund had 
ham, Long regarded as a bastion of been created, and last spring the Fordham 
corporate law and a steady supplier to Law School Loan Forgiveness Program 
high-paying Wall Street firms, the Law accepted its first applications . 
Public Service Law Fund of $1 Million 
The Public Service Law Fund repre-
sents the first pledges in a fundraising ef-
fort by Dean Feerick as part of a larger 
capital gift campaign, which will start of-
ficially in April, 1991. Fordham Univer-
sity intends to raise $150 million in gifts 
over a five-year period : $20 to $30 million 
will go to the Law School to supplement 
Continued on page 5 
in a Commercial Transactions class, In 
response, to Professor Chiang's hypotheti-
cal: "Suppose I offer to sell you my copy 
of the U .C.C., which is missing page 98, ' 
for $IO?'" :' 
Volunteers at St. Paul's Church. 
A student asks: "Professor, will the ma-
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'DO ,YO'URSELF 
JUSTICE ' 
Study with Pieper ~ .. and pass . 
Milena Martinez . 
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by Mark Seffinger 
The title ofthe song came from a Sixties 
hit by the Troggs. The guitar riff and drum 
fi ll s were snatcheo fro m an early song by 
rock-and-roWs ultimate party band , Van 
Halen . However, only Tone-Loc gets cre-
dit for "Wild Thing," the second best seI-
ling single in the history of popular music 
after "We Are the World ." More recently, 
M.e. Hammer turned Rick James' 1981 
hit "Super Freak" into "U Can't Touch 
• 1 
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This." Despite criticism by the music in- "Sorry dudes . .. you're obsolete." 
dustry as to the limited musical imagina- sampler allows musicians to reproduce ing black market of digital sound samples only misappropriate a few notes, is this 
tion on Hammer's record, "Please Ham- their actual sounds with stunning clarity owned by both musicians and recording .enough to constitute a taking of the intel-
mer Don't Hurt 'Em," his "recycled" song and minimal distortion. engineers' alike . Up to this point , musi- lectual creations of the sound recording 
was the smash hit of 1990. When the av- Sampling can be compared to cloning cians' unions have been unsuccessful in artist? Because a digital I sampling 
erage music listener is asked if she recog- an entire organism f(em a single cell. A bringing about a uniform system of pay- keyboard has the ability to alter the pirated 
nizes piece~ of the old songs in the ne-W digital sampler can gel)erate a melody, or ment for the use of sound sampling in their sounds, has there been an infringement on 
ones , the response invariably sounds even an ensembl~ piece , from a one note industry, and therefore have looked to- the copyright of the'actuaL sounds, or has 
something like this: "Yeah, I know that' s sample. With a digital sampler and a few ward copyt:ight lawyers for protection . the sampler made an "independent fixa-
'Super Freak', but M .e. Hammer must record albums, a keyboardist could easily Can a performer's sound, as embodied tion?" Since the sampler often manipulates 
have been required to tpay royalties to use fabricate a "performance" from the sounds in a sample consisting of a fragment of a and rearra.nges the sounds, is the use actu-
that riff. " Unfortunately that is a giant of Charlie Parker's saxophone, Buddy song, be copyrighted? The present ally "illicit copying?" In determining 
misconception! Rich's drums , Ja~o Pastorius' bass', copyright laws in regard to musical com- substantial similarity between the record-
Digital sampling, a recording technique Thelonious Monk 's piano , and Eric Clap- positions and sound recordings do not di- ings in question , should "recognizability" 
that has revolutionized the entertainment ton's guitar--combined in a piece that, rectly address this issue . To thiso date, all by the listenet: be c6nsidered? 
industry and in the process caused bicker- they have never performed! the suits that have been brought contend- . That is for the lawyers to work 
0 
out. 
ing among musicians and recording indus- Sampling has already begun to have a ing that sampling constitutes a copyright Listeners have to make their own judg-
try executives, has begun to change the major impact in the music business on infringement haveo been settled. In fact , ments about originality, and they are likely 
way music is made. In short, digital sam- various fronts . Artistically, sampling of- most record labels (who usually own the to be different from legal ones. The length 
pIing involves the recording of a sound fers musicians unparalleled flexibility. It copyright to the sound recording) have or recognizability of a borroweu snippet 
through the use of a digital sampler (a type puts virtually i my sound , live or recorded; been reluctant to sue. The explanation lies is less important than it~ effect. Something 
of keyboard/computer), which turns at a performer's fingertips, thereby allow- in the fact that record companies do as borrowed should earn its place by allu-
sounds into strings of numbers and can ing m~sicians to reshape borrowed sound much sampling of other companies' re- sively making a connection from the past 
play back those sounds at the touch of a in new contexts. Economically, sampling cords as they are sampled themselves. To to the new work . Sampling does !lot have 
key. With their built-in computers, threatens the employment of studio and avoid legal hassles , a growing number of to use blatant similarity to get the listeners' 
samplers can also manipulate those strings concert musicians. Since realistic sounds artists have begun paying flat fees or a attention, nor does it have to be an attempt 
of numbers , so that the timbre (pitch) of of strings, winds, orchestras, and percus- percentage of their royalties to the original to wrap 'meager new ideas in original, be-
any sound can be retuned to any note in sion can be easily sampled, there is less artists, or to their labels and publishers, loved sounds . At its best, sampling sur-
a scale, or stretched out, or reversed, all need to hire musicians on individual in- for the material being sampled. veys the remnants of the past and uses 
to adapt it to a new setting. Moreover, the struments. In addition, there exists a grow- Infringement through digital sampling them to assemble rhythms and structures 
differs from routine infringement of a of the present--cleverly, resiliently, and 
Marriage and its Tax Penalties 
by Professor David Schmudde 
\' ou have rented the hall, Oooked the 
church, hired the band, selected the caterer, 
invited the guests , completed Domestic. 
Relations I and II . You have reconciled 
yourself to the holding in the O'Brien 
case. Negotiations over the loo-page pre_o 
nuptial agreement are almost complete . It 
will be signed at the rehearsal dinner. True 
love has conquered your legal background 
and you ' re 0 ready to conquer the unim-
agineable: Marriage. But wait, maybe you 
- - -
should also consider the tax consequences 
of this act. They can be more dreaded than 
any of the other pitfalls. 
There are two main tax problems which 
closely follow marriage . One is the "mar-
riage penalty tax" and the other is the as-
sumpti0!l of joint and several liability with 
your spouse. 
to alleviate the suffering of wronged 
spouses. There is a desperate need for a 
fundamental alteration in the manner 
spouses file income tax returns .. 
o Marriage Penalty Tax 
Another very significant anomaly in the 
filing of joint returns is extant in the rate 
schedule of IRC Sec. 1. Two individuals 
who each make a significant income, pay 
a lower amount of tax if they are unmarried 
and file as individuals then if they are 
married and file jointly or if they file sepa-
rately while married. It would seem that 
each of these couples, the unmarried and 
the married, ought to be subject to the 
same amount of tax without regard to the 
marital status. 
However, . Congress provided a finan-
cial Incentive to file joint returns in order 
to minimize the number of returns being 
filed with the Internal Revenue Service . 
This incentive, built into the tax rate 
system, provides a savings for two married 
individuals to file jointly compared to their 
filing separately. Within that rate structure 
is also the extra tax paid by two individuals 
who are married as compared to what their 
tax liability would be if they were not 
married. This extra tax after marriage has 
been referred to as the "marriage penalty 
tax. " 
The "marriage penalty tax" ha~ been 
alleviated by el!acting a deduction for mar-
ried couples in the Ecnomic Recovery Tax 
Act of 1981. That deduction was elimi-
nated,by the 1986 Tax Re. formo .. Act, plac-
sound recording . Since the sampler might thoughtfully. 
had been , providing an economic incen- Even though a general partner may acqure 
tive not to marry. tax liability by the acts of another partner, 
Two people earning significant incomes that other partner could only have gener-
who decide to marry will automatically ated such liability when duly authorized 
suffer deleterious tax consequences after to act for the partnership. In a marriage , 
such marriage. First , they will be . faced one individual can act without any authori-
with the prospect of paying higher taxes zation from the other individual, yet the act-
merely by completing the act of marriage . ing individual can generate virtually unli-
Secondly , if they try to minimize their tax mited liability for !he other individual if 
bill by filing a joint return, they each ac- a joint return is filed . 
quire the tax liability of their spouse. Ninety-nine percent of married couples 
A marriage Ls said to be an economic who file returns make the election to file 
partnership, but in no other partnership jointly . Each spouse thereby jncurs per-
does 0 an individual acquire unlimited tax sonalliablity for not only their own taxes, 
liability from another partner. In a general but also the other spouse's income taxes. 
partnership, a partner's tax liability would The present tate structure provides °a dis-
only arise from transactions engaged In tinct monetary incentive for such a joint 
by the partnership under its authonty . 0 Continued on page /3 
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Internal Revenue Code Section 6013 
"allows" married taxpayers to file joint 
returns . Why would a married couple avail 
themselves of the right to file a joint re-
turn? Mainly because the Code provides 
an economic incentive for filing jointly as 
opposed to filing separate returns. Th~ sig-
nificant disadvantage to an individual who 
files a joint return with another person is 
that they acquire all of the other person's 
tax liabilities, along with their own for the 
taxable year of such filing. Thisoliability 
is unlimited in scope, except as to criminal 
and civil fraud . An attempt has been made 
by Congress to mitigate this problem. That 
attempt called the "innocent spouse pro-
vision" has been a dismal failure' i~ trying 2156 BROAOWAVI 751hI 76th' NVe,NV (212)362- 2145 ing our system back wbere .. it..pre~iously '-____________________________ .....;._-1 
! 
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in their homes. The resulting drugs are 
". . 
'1 \ 
AIDS and' the FDA 
Assaulting the Scientific Citadel 
• used and evaluated simultaneously, a (j~-
parture from the classical orientation that M, in ori ty 
focuses on evaluation, with treatment as 
a positive spinoff. I R ' · t t 
Since four out .of five drugs are clas- ecrUl men 
sified as either unsafe or ineffective, one 
by Alan Forsythe this approach are serious: the patients in 
We all count on the FDA to ensure that a clinical trial ofa new drug are exposed 
can see the concerns about underground 
testing of AIDS drugs, Fortunately, most 
underground testing has been done after 
some human safety data becomes availa-
ble. The underground groups claim that 
the medical establishment does not have 
, our drug (medicine) supply is safe and 
pure. That is the law. Recent revisions 
extend this charge to include effective-
ness. That is, the FDA is not supposed to 
approve a drug for sale until there is suf-
ficient evidence to satisfy the FDA that it 
is both safe and effective. The FDA also 
approves and inspects the manufacturing 
and distribution process .. 
Except for some grumbling from the 
pharmaceutical' industry and a few 
academics, there has been little con-
troversy about the FDA's methods .and 
procedures for drug approval, That was 
before the AIDS crisis. In recent years, 
there have been demonstrations and con-
frontations by AIDS activists who are frus-
trated by the delays inherent in FDA pro-
cedures. There have been end runs to dis-
tribu.te drugs outside the guidelines set by 
FDA. The sacred cow of science is under 
atta~k with bludgeons and sharp knives. 
Study designs developed to meet FDA re-
quirements have been called inhuman, and 
the FDA medical staff has been likened 
to Nazi scientists . 
to risk, perhaps even premature death . 
Most drugs that seek FDA approval fall 
by the wayside. Let us trace the process 
for a typical drug and how this relates to 
AIDS . First, it does not pay to get too 
excited about promising test tube leads 
until pre-clinical anjmal testing is com-
pleted . Of 4,000 compounds entering 
screening, only five will end up in clinical 
testing . Next, the drug is tested on hu-
mans. The degree of confidence in safety 
and efficacy increases as, the drug progres-
ses through the three phases of human test-
ing. These phases are imaginatively called 
phases I, II and III. 
a monopoly on safety monitoring and pa-
tient care. Some insist that the bureaucra-
tic mentality is overly concerned with pre-
cedents that might be set if the FD~ took 
an open-minded and creative approach to 
drug evaluation and wider dtstribution of 
promising., albeit unproven, drugs . 
The AIDS crisis has changed the formal 
drug approval process . Whether it is due 
to political pressure on the FDA or humane 
rationality by the agency is uncertain . 
There can be little debate that additional 
changes will be demanded and some will 
be made. For better or worse , these 
changes will apply to AIDS, cancer, Al-
zheimer's and other diseases. 
Initially , only a few patients are studied, 
and they are monitored extremely closely 
to protect them as safety and dosage levels 
are determined . About 30% of the drugs 
which enter human testing fail in Phase I. 
The evidence for efficacy is rather tent a- Dr. Forsythe is a Vice President of ICN 
tive as a drug enters the one': to tWo-year ' Pharmaceuticals and an adjunct professor 
Phase n testing in hundred of patients . In at the U.C.L.A. School of Medicine. 
Phase II enough patients are evaluated to 
get an indication of efficacy and side ef-
fects. The odds are 50:50 that a drug enter-
by Deneen Donnley 
Fordham Law School held an Open 
House on Saturday, October 27, to intro-
duce minority college students to Fordham 
Law School. The Open House was at-
tended by approximately 115 college stu-
dents in addition to Fordham Law School 
students representing the various minority 
organizations. The students represented 
schools as far away as Shanghai Interna-
tional Business Institute and Northwestern 
University, and as close as Hunter College 
and New York University . 
p The Open House, which was coordi-
nated by Assistant Professor Marjorie 
Martin, included presentations by faculty 
and minority organizations in addition to 
a luncheon where the college students had 
a chance to interact with current law stu-
dents . The program included presentations 
by: Associate Dean Yairo on applying to 
law school; Adjunct Professor Heidi 
Hamilton on the Minority Enrichment Pro-
gram, Assistant Dean Reilly on student 
affairs and student life, Financial Aid Di-
rector James McGough on financial aid 
assistance and information, and Career 
Planning Center Director Kathleen Brady 
on career planning. 
According to Lisa D. Bayes, Chairper-Th~ FDA maintains that they have been ing Phase II will pass the test for human 
working faster than ever on AIDS drugs. , use. A few years are then needed during 
They point to shortened time lines and Phase m, to verify a drug'.s effectiveness and 
approvals granted in record time. At the to monitor adverse reactions over the long 
same time, the FDA does not want to aban- term in thousands of patients . Only 18% 
don its obligatio!) ~o prQte~l the drug sup- fail thi's last phase:.Because so~ few drugs 
ply based on rational scientific evidence are weeded out at this point, one obvious 
and sound judgment. Critics· maintain that reform was implemented in October, 1985 -
we have a cumbersome, over-complicated called "Expedited Review" 'in which 
system that is bureaucratic and dominated medicines for serious and life-threatening 
by a scientific in-group. . diseases have Phase II and III combined 
r, ~ I .J 
- son of BLSA, "The Open House was an 
excellent way to meet potential students 
and share experiences with them, The 
'Dean's office has been supportive in ef-
forts to recruit minorities and dispel per-
ceptions that Fordham is not a fair and 
open environment for minorities ." Ms . 
Hayes continued, " This year, was our 
biggest turnout, and we anticipate that fu-
ture years will be just as successful." 
Improving the system requires some un- into a single, shortened step. 
derstanding. New drug development can Al the conclusion of clinical testing, the 
be divided into three stages: pre-clinical (test drug company completes the enormous 
tube and animal) research and develop- amount of documentation for its request 
ment, clinical (hu'man) testing, and the to market the drug. This is called a New 
final review at the FDA. This scientifi<; Drug Application (NDA). Typically , FDA 
and regulatory maze takes an average of review takes two to three years for each 
100 months (8 1/3 years). It is easy to See drug. About 75% of the drugs requesting 
the ~ource of the controversy between the an_ NDA pass the review . All in all , only 
person with AIDS (PWA) and the FDA. one in five drugs that el'ller human testing 
A PWA would not live long enough for will be found to be safe and effective. 
a drug that might save his or her life to The first proposal for making medicines 
work its way through the system. Martin available more rapidly in response to the 
Delaney, a scientifically-oriented AIDS AIDS crisis was aimed at the late Phase 
activist, relayed !he frustration and anger ' III and FDA review period. This new reg-
of a PW A who likens his situation to a ulation , started in May, 1987 is called the 
person in an airplane about to crasn: as he "Treatment IND." Under this rule the 
reaches for a parachute, it is snatched from FDA commissioner can permit the con-
him by a federal inspector because it has trolled marketing of a drug while Phase 
not been tested and approved. III and the FDA review proceed . Critics 
A key question is how to move a good ' claim that the Treatment IND has been 
drug from discovery to pharmacy as ~sed too sparingly and too late. 
quickly as possible in order to benefit as Drug companies estimate that it costs 
many people as possible. People in the somewhere from $100 to $200 million and 
clinical trial may benefit from the new takes several year~ to place a new prescrip-
drug during the study itself, but these few tion drug in your medicine cabinet, and 
hundred patients are only a small fraction the patent clock in ticking during most of _ 
of those with the disease. The interests of the development time. This means that a 
the larger patient horizon certainly need company in the risky and expensive drug 
consideration. This is part of the basis of development business does not reap the 
the "parallel track" proposal that enables full benefit of seventeen years commercial 
patients access to experimental drugs as protection afforded under patent ' law. 
the drugs are being tested , This was first Pharmaceutical companies point to this as 
suggested in mid-1989 but has not yet been a substantial factor in the high price of 
formalized. The details wili be critical many drugs. AIDS activists and others at-
since the FDA and the Pharmaceutical tribute the high prices to opportunism and 
Manufacturers Association appear to be greed. ',' 
less than satisfied with the initial proposal. Some underground groups bypass both 
Despite the -lack of specific. FDA rules , the FDA and pharmac~utical companies 
Bristol Myers , Inc. is testing on AIDS by importing dru'gs not approved for 
drug using this approach. The dangers of AIDS. Others mix a!:ld purify components 
,We Get a Good 
Return on Our Investment. 
The Nature Conservancy takes a 
business approach to protecting 
our natural world. Through 
creative techniques like debt-for-
nature swaps, we are investing in 
millions of acres of tropical forest 
throughout Latin America 
/ 
so that jaguars and other rare 
species can return to their jungle 
breeding grounds. Join us, and 
make an investment in our 
natural heritage. Future retu'rn: 
isn't that what investment is all 
about? 
Conservation Through Private Action 
For more information, call tollpfree 1·800·628·6860. 
(or write The Nature Conservancy, Box PSA. 1815 N, Lynn Street. Arlington , VA 22209) 
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THOMAS A.'.' MaORE 
Fourth Speaker in the Dean's Sesquicentennial 
by William Bruno 
The Fourth Sesquicentennial Lecture 
featured Thomas A. Moore, a 1972 
graduate of the Fordham University School 
of Law and one of the nation's leading per-
sonal injury lawyers. His presentation lent 
a new perspective to an area of the legal 
profession normally associated with am-
bulance chasing and ads on matchbook 
covers. 
After graduating from the evening divi-
sion of Fordham Law School, Moore 
worked for an insurance company repre-
senting defendants in personal injury suits 
for two years. He said he then had a change 
of heart, believing that it is the plaintiffs 
who are most often the "down-trodden" 
who suffer disproportionately from mal-
practice. Moore switched sides and 
began representing plaintiffs in personal 
injury suits. This career has resulted in 
Moore becoming a senior partner at 
Kramer, Dillop, Tessel, Duffy & Moore 
and being listed in Forbes magazine as 
among the twenty most successful trial 
lawyers in America. 
Moore discussed the importance of the 
jury, calling it the "hallmark of the judicial 
system." Criticizing the trend away from 
the use of voir dire, he noted how critical 
it is for lawyers to know who they will be 
addressing. He pointed out there had been 
many instances in his career where, in the 
third of fourth hour of the voir dire, jurors 
became more relaxed and were more likely 
to reveal any biases. 
Public Interest 
Continued from page J 
Although Moore said there were too has been an increase in medical costs. 
many exemptions for potential jurors, his Moore defended the use of contingency 
main criticisms were aimed at a judiciary fees H~ clai)lle,d that at least 80% of his 
and legislature that too readily interfered clien~s could ~ot have afforded adequate 
with the function of the jury and abridged representation without contingency fees. 
the rights of plaintiffs.-He pointed out the Be would like to reform efforts to concen-' 
tendency of judges to wait as long as 6-12 ,trate on eliminating abuses in the system 
months before ruling on post-trial mo- without eliminating the system itself. 
tions, such as judgments n.o.v" and what Advising law students, Moore stressed 
he believed to be an excessive use of remit- the importance of legal writing. He also 
titur at the appellate level. He also con- suggested Legal Aid and the District At-
demned legislative measures which cap tOTl!ey's office for graduates who want 
medical malpractice damages, describing early exposure to trial work. 
the conception that medical care cost in- Mr. Moore writes a column in the New 
creases are due to greedy lawyers and York Law Journal on medical malpractice 
frivoious lawsuits as "nonsense," "pop- and has written two books, Medical Mal-
pycock" and''!'false .'' Moore claimed that practice and Evidence in Negligence 
since 1985, there has been no increase in f;pses, bQth publi&hes:l by \he Practicing 
medical malprac~ice ,premiums but there Law Institute. 
c 
Page ,S 
Continued from page I 
Liddy soon left that to serye as General 
Counsel both to CREEP and ,the National 
Republican party, While in his position as 
GC; Liddy performed various services for 
the party. One of which eve.ntually led to 
his greatest claim to fame and in January 
of 1973 he was incarcerated in Federal 
prison for his part in masterminding what 
would become known as Watergate. 
Liddy has since become an ac-
complished orator. His energetiC speaking 
style left many in the audience visibly 
exhausted. He lectures without notes, and 
before speaking had the stage cleared of 
everything except himself and his micro-
phone, which he soon abandoned. While 
speaking, ~iddy paced back and forth like 
a televangelist. And Liddy pulled no 
punches. After being introduced by his 
son Thomas, (FLC '92), Liddy's ' first 
comment was, "What a wonderful intro-
duction. Usually all I get before speaking 
is 'Will the defendant please rise ... , 
During the course of the lecture, 
Liddy's rather unique political 
philosophies often visibly disgusted some 
members ofthe audience, several of whom 
left the' auditorium' during the ~ourse of 
the speech. For the most part, however, 
Liddy captivated his audience and held 
their attention for the full length of his 
discourse despite its unusual length. He 
accomplished this rather momentous feat 
by presenting a speech that was basically 
a string of jokes and humorous anecdotes 
built around his few philosophical in-
dulgences. This judicious use of humor 
served to relieve much of the tension 
created by the politically explosive nature ' 
(jf his comments and Uddy's habtt of 
Continued on page 7 
scholarship would demonstrate Fordham's 
concern for public interest in the form of 
financial commitment." The fellowship 
which would be for a graduate, could be 
modeled on the Skadden Fellowship (av-
ailable through the fitm Sk.adden, Arps, 
Slate, Meagher & Flom) and would for-
give all of a student's loan burden and pay 
its modest endowment of $9 million, The the student's salary for the period of time 
money will be used primarily for academic covered by the fellowship award. 
enrichment and student financial assist- Fordham Law School Loan 
ance. The first $1 million, however, was Forgiveness Program 
raised by Feerick for an endowment to In February 1988, Thomas Linguanti 
support public interest initiatives of stu- '90 proposed the Fordham Loan Assist-
dents. After it is invested, the money will ance Program (FLAP) to "help the most 
generate an estimated $50,000 per year. needy and the most dedicated [Fordham 
The public service pledges were made Law] graduates" meet their financial re-
by thirteen alumni whom Feerick ' ap- sponsibilities . "The options for a graduat-
proached starting in June, 1990. In his ing student are no longer primarily 
appeals, the Dean emphasized the "won- determined by [his or her] talents or 
derful surge in public interest initiatives achievements, but by [his or her] debt bur-
by the students." The money will go to den and . . . starting salary," explained 
various student activities, including the "A first step ... " Professor Donald Sharpe. Linguanti. A program such as FLAP, he 
Public Service Project and the Fordham said, would be ;;tble to relieve some of that 
Student Sponsored Fellowship (FSSF), a burden, thereby easing a student's'choice. 
program created in 1988 and managed by Although the mechanics of the fund are charge of all student public interest ac- The following fall, Linguanti and Di-
students to give grants to other students still uncertain, Dean Feerick said he would tivities and career planning. "Fordham rector of Financial Aid Jim McGough ex-
who spend their summer working for a like to invite the ,donors to help with its would be able to keep the coordinator plained the proposal to the Fordham Law 
public interest organization, These fellow- administration and "receive ideas from more than busy," said Schoenherr, who School Board of Visitors . The board unan-
ships are "student sponsored" in that stu- students on what to do with it." is by virtue of his work with CPC probably imously recommended instituting some 
dents working in the private sector for the Tom Schoenherr, the Career Planning more familiar with student interest in this form of loan forgiveness program, Dean 
summer pledge one day's salary to the fund . Center's public interest specialist, feels area than anyone at the school. Schoenherr Feerick created the Financial Aid Commit-
These pledges , which are matched by the strongly that Fordham should use some of also noted that the coordinator would gen- tee, headed by tax professor Donald 
administration, create the fund from which the money to hire a full-time Public In- erate a,substantial return on the investment Sharpe, to con ider proposals for loan for-
fellowships are awarded each summer. terest Law Coordinator, as NYU has done in his or her salary by significantly increas- giveness programs as well as scholarships . 
Feerick stressed that the fund will S'erve with considerable success. Given the bur- ing , donation~ for t~e FSSF. This way" , The result-after enty months, two 
to highlight demonstrated studentcommit- geoning student involvement in public ser- Schoenherr :?fpl~in~sI" ,;'Fprd~~m .. ~ould faculty votes , and ' " gl y insurmount-
ment. "Last year , only 8 out of 28 appli- vice both during school and after gradua- be able to get ,~xrr~ . ~Jeag~L o,yt .0,£ thel . able corlfli t""-is td.:.., vTdnam Law School 
cants got FSSF grants," said the dean. "I tion, Schoenherr feel s that a coordinator Public ~ervir.e .I.-a~:;,F,~n.d.:" ',. ',' I ,Loan·:, Fo " veness · Program. ' FordhalT! 
could see us using tHe Public Se~ice Law could facilitate 'the development of a solid Schoenherr's other suggesti~I\~,. J or · joihS the law sehools I'of ,C0lumbia , 
Fund to double--or even trlp1~match the and successfUl pubiiC1ihterest program at stretching the ,e~d~,wm~~Linpluqe the 'es- CUNY,:'and NYUJ; which ,ha-ve had loan 
grants , but it's important t'o have a sense the t,aw"Schol , tliereby prot--iding institu-, tab,lishme.J:lt qf- £hglllr~ip;i!1l(j Jl!llowship f orgiveheSS!progFaihs for several years. 
that FSSF is being supported by the stu- tional s~pport ~or stu~ents to investi lfate ~nds . Tl]$ s<j1pl~~sDjp ~<;>\l;d\~idl "nc'om /1, Under;l tne<:>1 prog)1arn'S' ;~g,ujQe1inesr a ' 
dents. I would also like to see the whole careers In public servIce. " Ing ;stU(ten~~ d.fd ~twf:tQ,<publI(; l!Iteres~ grac!uat'eWHo eamsdess. tllan '$35,000 iIi 
. - communifv.. emb~tTIre-FS-8' ,~urdtfl1it ,w owoi'iTooean' a1tor- law . "By recognizing the financial pres- either of two principal areas, government 
with perh~p~ore flrst-Yl'ars being able ney with a background in public interest sure that hits a student from the very be- service (including prosecutors' and defen-
to take advantage of it," ~aid Feerick~ law and student orga!1izing, woul~ be in ginning," explained Schoenherr, "the Continued on page 8 
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A lot of campustfapes start here. 
Whenever there's drinking ~r drugs, things can get out of hand. \ I 
SO ifs no surprise thai many cam~tisl~~~ ~olve alcohol: - ; 
But yo~ s~ould kIlow that under ~Y:'C1fcumstances, sex WIthout I 
the other person's consent is considered'tape. A felo~~· .punish~b~e , 
.- bfprison. And drinking is no excuse. t,' , , ' .' .' . 
. Thafs wh~ when you ~ ifs good/to know what 'your limits are. ' 
·You see, a little -sobering thought now can save you from a big , 
problem later. ,_. . j :: .~" .. ~ . (, : ..• _: . ' II, 
el990RapeT~~~~Hois£ital I ' .J'j • 
/ 
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Liddy nedy (which according to Liddy, Hoover 
won), the philandering ways of John F. 
Continued from page 5 Kennedy; the incriminating filed detailing 
neither sugar-coating nor justifying his ac- . the "improper conduct" of elected officials 
tions unless pressed to do so. For example, which Hoover kept locked in his safe, and 
Liddy told of the time that he, as an Assis- his own experiences burglarizing a psychi-
tant District Attorney, fired a blank shot atrist ' s office and other such places in the 
during' the course of a trial in order to name of nation~ security. Liddy re-
press his case to the memebers of the jury. peatedly recommended that while he 
At other times he spoke of his biggest would encourage people to follow his own 
mistake which touched off the Watergate philosophy of direct action, he stressed, 
crisis-getting caught. He was unapologe- "I do not suggest th!lt anyone emulate any-
tic, and stated that this was how American thing that I have done." 
politics worked. When one student asked Despite his penchant for stories, how-
him how he could accept this corrupt state ever, Liddy also offered insight into his 
of politics, Liddy replied, "I don't like own personal philosophy. Liddy's proposi-
France wither, but it's there. No matter . tion is that what is moral and /what is legal 
what I do , it's not going away, so I accept are and must be totally unrehited things 
it as a practical fact, not as a nonnative drew the most criticism from the audience. 
idea to be debated." In response , another To strengthen this proJX?sal, Liddy used 
student asked him if it were not th~n his the subject of a,.bortion to illustrate how 
responsibility to change the system. Liddy something immoral could be legal or how 
replied that he did not make the rules, but something moral could be illegal dejJend-
that he took the situation as it was and ing upon one's individual point of view . 
piayed to win ,," " . .. what of Ted Ken- To his critics, he_ pointed out Martin 
nedy?" Liddy said, "he let a girl die right Luther King Jr. espoused the same 
in front of him, let her die for 45 minutes philosophy in his treatise's on civil dis-
without even doing anything. Nothing. obedience. Liddy also drew a parallel be-
Now to me that's criminal, but as much tween himself and King by stating, "We 
as I would like Teddy Kennedy to go knew what we were doing and that there 
away, there he is." would be a price to pay. And when the 
The topic soon turned to Liddy's unique time came to go to jail, we paid the price. 
method of surviving in jail. When, as an We did not whimper like man.y modem 
inmate, he felt that he was mistreated by liberals do today when asked to have the 
his wardens, he organized a band of fellow courage of their convictions. " • 
inmates, whom he described as "some of Liddy seemed to be visibly pleased 
the most talented men he had ever worked to be back at Fordham. This is not surpris-
with," broke into the warden's ' office, ing because Liddy's family has been af-
copied his files and installed wiretaps upon filiated with Fordham Law Sc~ool for sev.-
his phones. Liddy then used this infonna- eral generations. In addition to both he 
tion to bring civil suits against the warden and his father; Liddy's sons Thomas and 
and the jail for the vjolation of various Raymond will also soon be Fordham 
laws governing the conduct of penal offic- graduates. -
ers and the housing of prisoners. Liddy In his closing remarks, after being sub-
was given leave by the court to personally jected to a barrage of questions, may com-
handle these cases and successfully tried plimentary, most confrontational, he 
them. So successfully that one of the pris- thanked everyone for coming. He espe-
ons eventually had to be razed and rebuilt. cially thanked those who confronted him 
Another result was that both Liddy and because, "The spirit of confrontation is 
his wardens were transferred frequently. what keeps you young and what Fordham 
He told other stories about the conflicts is all about; standing up for what you be-
between J. Edgar Hoover and Robert Ken- lieve in . 
-He's Got to Hack it-
A Down and Dirty Computer Glossary 
Getting the Subway Back on Track 
' . up T A funds to repair stations located in 
. by ~teven A Budm purely residential neighborhoods . 
I While standmg on the subway platform The ancient token must be replaced by 
at .72nd Str~et the other day , I overheard the magnetic farecard. Nothing.is more 
a con~ersatlOn . between a traveler and a frustrating than waiting in a token line 
Tr~~slt AuthorIty emplo~~e, who was. re- while your tr~inpulls up to an.d out of the 
pamng a broken ben~~. It ~ a?out t.lme station without you on it . By allowing rid-
you fixed ~hat bench , ~e saId I.n a bItter ers to purchase farecards that deduct fares 
tone of vOIce. The repaIrman dId not re- when the card is placed in ' ~he magnetic 
spond. "It's been that way for two. wee~s. reader, countless hours of waiting in lines 
Now I see why the subway system IS gomg will be41voided. Riders will be able to add 
to the dogs," he added further . funds to their cards at their own conve-
The repairman , with the anger of an nience, which will contribute to' reducing 
unappreciated employee, replied in a the farebeating that goes on by riders who 
voice that everyone on the pIiltform, in- do not want to wait on long lines to buy 
cluding the police officer, could hear: "If tokens. In addition, the magnetic . ma-
you would have paid for your token in- chines will be less "jammable" because 
stead of hopping -the turnstile like I saw vandals will not be able to put in slugs or 
you do, maybe we would have enough other pieces of metal that ruin the typical 
guys to repair these things in one week token turnstile. Adoption of the farecard 
instead of two." The policeman proceeded system will also be cost-effective; it will 
over 'to escort the fare beater out of the allow the T A an immediate windfall from 
subway station. riders who will put $5 and $10 minimum 
It is no secret that the New York City deposits on their cards, leading to long-
subway system. is at a crossroads: rider- term revenue increases by reducing the 
ship is down, farebeating and crime is up. number of riders that skip the fares . . ' 
The system, with its 6,000 cars , 700 miles The money that the TA immediately 
of track, and 3.5 million riders per day, ~eceives from the farecard system should 
is the largest in the world. It serves more be put towards improving train perfor-
people in one day than live in either Los mance . Assuming the rider comes into the 
Angeles or Chicago. For many, it is . the station and feels safe, he wants to know 
<?nly mode of affordable transportatIon: that the train will get him to his destination 
F?r others , it is th~ fastest and most conve- without delay. The T A must allocate a 
ment way of gettm~ ~o work. Whatever larger portion of its budget for its com-
re~son. one has fo~ rI~m.g the sy~tem, one munication system. Communication sys-
thmg IS for certam: It IS. essentIal t~ the terns on the platforms must be upgraded 
survival of New York CIty as a busmess so the riders can be i~formed of delays 
and cultural cen!er to return the subway before they get onto a train. This will lead 
system to the level of performance it used to better traffic flow on the platfonns, as 
to enjoy. riders will iounediately k.now which trains . 
The Transit Authority is quick to point are running smoothly and which ones are 
to its accomplishements over the past five not. The communication systems on the 
years: 95% of the cars are now air-con- trains themselves must also be upgraded. 
ditioned (when they are working), and Riders want to be told which stations the 
100% of the cars will be replaced or fully · train is arriving at, before it gets there and 
overhauled by 1992. The graffiti has also they have to make a mad dash toward the 
disappeared . But there is a long way to go. door. An improved communication sys-
The first thing the Transit Authority tern will also allow riders to know why 
must do is improve the quality of the sta- the trains stop between stations. Providing 
tions . People are not going to ride the this information to the riders will prevent 
subway if they are afraid of or disgusted the anxiety that arises when they are left 
by the station 's appearance. For this the motionless in the dark for extended 
T A should tum to private businesses to periods of time. 
by Guy Wiggins 
Much like ' automobiles , most people 
who use computers in their daily work 
don ' t' want to bother learning the myriad 
intricacies of the machine . They simply 
want to boot up their favorite program and 
perform the tasks at hand. However like a 
car driver, every computer user needs to 
know at a minimum, the basic terminology 
involved, if only to' be able to tell the com-
puter technician what is wrong with the 
machine if a problef!l should develop. 
Furthermore, armed with a basic knowl-
edge of how a computer works, the com-
puter user cim often 'soup up' his machine 
and get far better perfonnance from it. , 
What follows is a down and dirty glossary 
of basic computer tenns forthe IBM-com-
patible machine. It is inten.ded for the 
novice user. If, in between studying for 
your course on Professional Responsi-
bility, you like to crack access codes to 
MILNET, this article is not for you. On 
help pay some of the bill . The Franklin The 1 A must run trains more effi-
Street stop on the )19 rou~e is one of the ciently . 'the survey that is currently under-
most beautiful and clean stations of the way is a useful way to gauge which routes 
. 'bl CPU entire system. Its restoration was funded are used most frequently and at what -
four generatIons of IBM compatJ e s entirely by businesses around the station . times. Eventually, this information should 
available on the mar~et , all manufactlured A similar plan should be adopted for all be used to determine how best to provide 
by the Intel Corporat10n . They are al up- of the stations that are near businesses. adequate service . 
. the other hand, if you think 'megabytes ' 
refers only to the sandwiches they sell at 
the law school cafeteria, read on. Trust 
me, if you've already sat through a class 
on Civil Procedure , this should be a breeze 
by comparison. 
CPU: An acronym for Central Proces-
sing Unit , the CPU is the engine under 
the hood, the chip that controls the oper-
ation of the computer. There are currently 
wardly compatible , wnich ~eans th~t la~er Each business could be encouraged , Capital from businesses can help foot 
models wi.!1 run software w~t.ten fprearher . through tax incentives, to. contribute the bill for most of these initial improve-
models . . In order of capablhty, these are money towards station refurbishing. This ments , windfalls from the initiation of the 
the 8088,80286, 80386SX, 80386SX and includes paying for ' one or two security farecard system could also contribute if 
the 80486. . . guards to be place'd at the station. installed. With such an influx of money, 
1. .8?88: The 80~8 chIp ~ame WIth ~he This will also help the businesses in the the T A would be able to work quickly and 
ongmal IBM .~ mtrodu~ed a mere mne long run. Businesses will be able to attract efficiently to upgrade the subway system. 
years ago and IS paradoxl~ally the most employees by ensuring that they can arrive With a little patience and perseverence: 
and least powerful member of the fam- at and leave-work from a clean and safe the New York City sub'w~y can regain its 
ily. It is the most powerful because the ' subway station . Ultimately, this will free prominence. ' 
vast majority of PC software conforms 
to its limitations. It is the least powerful 
in terms of speed and ·the amount of 
memory it can address . 
2. 80286: This chip first appeared on 
the IBM AT in 1984 an,d remains the 
corporate" c~mputing standard. Chan-
ces are that the pc . at the finn you 
will work at will be an AT 'class 
machine . The 80286 is much faster 
than the 8088 because it runs at a higher 
speed, uses a 16 bit data bus instead 
of an 8 bit bus and can address far more 
memory-up to 16 megabytes. 
3. 80386SX, 80368DX, 80486: The 
latest generation of Intel chips, they 
offer significant advantages over ear-
lier chips. They can address far more 
Continued on page /0 
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Natural Law 
Continued from page I 
According to Aragones, a divergence 
from Traditional Natural Law principles 
. began with Machiavelli, was developed 
by Hobbes, and prepared the path to 
liberalism' and to the eventual abandon-
ment, by people such as Justice Brennan, 
of Traditional N;tural Law. What we have 
now is what can be termed "Neo-Natural 
Law". It still requires consultation with 
one's moral conscience. and requires 
"reason's" grasp of "first principles." It also 
assumes that true law is inextricably bound 
to "fundamental" ideas of justice and mor-
ality . Unlike Traditional Natural Law, 
Neo-Natural law assumes that the funda-
mental truths about morality and justice 
may change over time. ' In other words, 
. justice and morality can be different at a 
different time and place. Neo-Natural Law 
is; simply put, Traditional Natural Law 
with a minor relativist "twist." • 
To give an example of how fundamental 
truths may change, recall the truth that the 
Founding Fathers held "to be self-evi-
dent"-that "all men are created equal." 
This self-evident truth has changed with 
the passage 'of time because the meaning 
of "men" changed with evolving concepts 
of morality. First, "men" may have meant 
only white men. Next, "men" meant white 
and black men'. Next, "men" meant white 
and black men and women. Now, "men" 
means "all human beings." These changes 
reflect changing notions of morality be-
cause they assume different ideas about 
the nature of humankind. This is important 
because morality is based on what is right 
and wrong according, ~o the nature . of 
hUnrartkind: I "'J I ~ l ,liT., , I i 
Th~ Advocate 
ani"discussion about the fundamental elective courses devoted solely to probing 
moral truths underlying the "black letter," the philosophical and historical roots of 
we are limiting ourselves to the positiye our positive, law . In regularly assigned 
law-the law as it is stated by Congress classes, especially in Constitutional Law, 
and our judges. We may not be expressly Traditional Natural Law would instill a 
denying a connection between law and jus- particular moral analysis of Equai Protec-
tice or assuming that ·one does not exist. tion, Due Process, and~the right ~o privacy. 
Limiting ourselves to the statements and More specifically, it would teach that the 
rules of law, however, is at the very least ,Founding Fathers 9id not ackn~wledge the 
a proposition that justice and morality are right to privacy, and hence it should be 
irrelevant for our purposes. Perhaps, we abandoned. It would teach that even if the 
do this because we are a professional Founding Fathers did acknowledge the 
school and it will not be useful in our right to privacy, since reason tells us that 
career, .or because it is a waste of time in the purpose for sex is reproduction, abor-
general. tion does not adhere to the eternal law 
To provide a little more depth in analyz- which governs our proper natures and 
ing a rule of law, Aragones would have should be outlawed. Elective courses 
us return to Traditional Natural Law, would analyze the thoughts of those thin-
which coincidentally was the basis of , or- kers, including judges, who influenced 
thodox Catholic schooling. Although our legal world, and it would probe the 
Aragones has not shown , what studying historical background of those decisions. 
Traditional Natural Law would teach us, The analysis would adhere to the funda-
it would indeed entail methods of impre- mental truths that someone in the sch09l 
ssing students with certain fundamental chose to adopt-staying away from, or at 
truths, possibly derived from the truths of least denouncing, anti-Traditional Natural 
morality and justice which the Founding Law theorists and relativists; like 
Fathers held, or the fundamental truths Ni~tzsche, who would argue against such 
rooted in orthodox Catholic teaching. a Platonic and theistic scheme. 
Such sermons would take place both in Aragones' point is expounded in part 
our regularly assigned classes-Constitu- in Alan Bloom's The Closing of the Amer-
tional Law, 'Criminal Law, Torts, Con- ican Mind. Bloom argues, and Aragones 
tracts, Property. etc.-and in additional agrees, that relativism has 'plagued the na-
Opposed to the whole natural law tradi-
tion are John" Austin a~d"Ff.L.A. ' H~rt. I, 
These positivists believe that law is what 
the sovereign and lawmakers say it is. 
They reject the notion that the law has 
necessary ties with justice and morality. 
When we study cases and statutes without 
Public Interest 
Continued from page 5 
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tion and has made proper education impos-
sible. P oper education requires an exten-
sive study of our-heritage, our tradition, 
and the "unity and sameness" which in-
forms Western thought and culture. The 
assumption, of course, is that if we were 
to engage in such a study we would most 
likely share Mr. Aragones' sentiments 
about justice and morality. 
The problem with Aragones' approach 
.is clear. Fordham students are not all 
Western; Fordham students are not all 
Catholics; nor is Fordham Law School a 
seminary. Fordham is a professional 
school comprised, according to the admis-
sIons office, of approximately 18% minor-
ity students. Many other students come 
from diverse social, cultural, and religious 
backgrounds. This divergence in our stu-
dent body would make conformity of 
moral belief almost impossible-a prob-
lem which would not exist if we were all 
orthodox Cathol ics. 
The fact that we are students training 
for a profession creates problems in itself. 
Law school teaches us to think like 
lawyers-to read the case law and statutes 
in order to advocate our clients' rights. 
Our success will primarily depend on 
knowledge of the positive law, not so 
much oil what the law ought to be. We 
will not often be asked to discern the form 
of "the good" or the philosophical roots 
of "the good." Imagine arguing to a judge, 
"Yes, judge, that is clearly the case law. 
that's clearly what the statute says, but in 
our school we studied the natural law 
which dictates that abortion is a sin." As 
a student, I couldn't tell you how often 
this would work in a courtroom, but my 
guess is that it would not be too often. 
, The fact that 'we ·are. diverse creates a 
. I J 'J!)f I " Continued on page 9 
nounced that students from over half of 
the nation's law schools launched a cam-
paign for pro bono work in law schools 
\ 
that could add millions of hours of legal 
services to the poor. 
Students from schools including Har-
vard, Hastings, Georgetown, the Univer-
sity of Michigan, and American an-
nounced the formation of a new group 
According to the loan forgiveness - .- Z called "Law Students for Pro Bono." The 
. schedule, no interest will accrue ,on the group's goal is to incorporate a pro bono 
graduate'S qualifying loans, and there will Student activism at Fordham. ' requirement into the traditional curriculum 
be no principal repayment to the Law at each of the nation' s 175 accredited law 
School while a graduate is employed in Ultimately, the faculty -.yere able to dent FLAP plans to draft a detailed report schools by the year 2000. 
"qualifying employment." If the graduate reach a compromise. ' 'I'm very satisfied analyzing the total -debt burden of all . Pro bono requirements have already 
continues in qualifying emplCiyment for with the result in that I always saw this students, examining possible sources of been adopted by U. Penn, Tulane, Val-
six . years , 20% of the Fordham Law \ as a first step," said Professor Sharpe. additional funds : and comparing loan for- paraiso in Indiana, and Florida State. Sev-
School loans are forgiven. After seven B?th Dean Feerick and Professor Sharpe giveness programs at other schools. Wolfe eral other law schools are currently consid-
years, 40% are forgiven, and so on until acknowledged that fordham loa..ns · may estimated that the report would 'be ready ering such a program, including Harvard, 
after ten years, when 100% of the loans not constitute a significant part of a stu- by May at the earHest. "We want to keep the University of Hawaii, UCLA, and 
are forgiven. The graduate can apply at dent's total loan package', but Sharpe feels pressure on the administration to keep the Stetson in St. Petersburg, Florida. In a 
any time within three years of graduation, that the next step is to raise additional ball rolling; and we want to ensure that referendum with the highest turnout in re-
and he or she may leave and reenter the money, preferably from a donor or found- there will be people here after us to con- cent memory, Harvard's students voted 
program. The program's ceiling is ation , so that other loans will be included tinue applying that pressure." last spring to institute the requirement . 
$200,000 for all eligible candidates . If the in the forgiveness program. That way, Wolfe is very positive about the long- Several students and faculty members 
total principal borrowed by all participants Fordham would not be dependent upon ifs term effects that the loan forgiveness pro- at Fordham intend to propose a mandatory 
exceeds this limit, the money will be di- financial aid to serve the program. Sharpe gram will have on Fordham Law. Wolfe pro bono requirement for the law school. 
vided .among them. explai~ed that while some compromises believes the primary goal of the program Because they expect substantial opposi-
According to Professor Sharpe, the fac- had to be made in order to achieve a faculty should be to nelp students who are unsure tion , however, the program's proponents 
ulty had great difficulty reaching a consen- 'consensus, "my objective was to get about public interest to make·that choice. preferred not to be identified . One advo-
sus on the proposal because of "two major through a prograll1. It's much e.asier to get "I also want to focus on attracting students cate observed, "there are faculty here who 
philosophical objections." Some faculty the second piece~a- donor ~r founda- whootherwisewouldn' tevencometoFord- violently opposed even having a gay law 
members felt that the fund should serve tion-once the first piece is in place. " ham because there was no significant students' organization . Only when 
on 1 y government service and were op- Some Fordtfam students are focusing public interest effort 'until now," he added. Georgetown's students took that school's 
posed to sur rnrti ng certain organizations, on this next stage of the program . SBA ,"They should see Fordham ,as a caring administration to court to establish one did 
even inairectly, fo r personal mOl:l)Ireas n Vice-Pre ident E<!'WolfCstarted the Stu-' place tha~. ~qu>r.es public interest at- Fordha -rSlent. We may have to follow 
or publicity concerns . They feft that it d~nt Fordham hOan Assistan~. Program titudes ." In addition to adding diversity to in deorgetown's footsteps with a pro bono 
would not be appropriate, for example, Committee (Stu nt FL.AP) to suggest I the law school student body, these stu- requirement , t~~. What a coup it would 
for Fordham to hela. lr,c(ufte wbd w~y~ to e"Rili@ t;J:ie forgi-¥eness, .. program dents will.j:fravrutt Vlaluable ,conn~iJtions to be,. though, to ~eaH tbe way for New York 
worked for a pro-cho ce or gaylri:ghts or_I to cove 6t'he ' I~s {9 broaden the later Fordham students for jobs in public by being the first school to establish a pro 
ganization . Others fel~ that !the p~ogra de~nition of "q~alifyinf emplo~ment." interest la'{l . . ,I ~bOJlO Ilrogratn '\.! -- , 
should supplement anfttU !1 go tn- 'fit t l 'f\lerke,11 AA not mcluded ~n Ford- l he Next~St'opt~ndatorr ro Bono One organization which may voice its 
ment on the theory that of all organiza- ha s program, or example; while they for Students? opposition to a pro bono requirement is 
, tio!.!!, t~e_goye!J1menUhould be a I to~: ~re in Columbia:s. • ;"'_. __ _ In late October the tional Associa- . the Federa i S ie!y .. ll1l organization of __ 
. provide decent salaries. 0 support their recommendatIons, Stu- iion fOr P~hlic Interest Law (NAPIL) an- -- Continued on page 13 
-----------
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Taking Advantage of the 'M6ot Court Experience 
I 
by Michele DePass 
Perhaps one of the most rigorous, as 
well as rewarding, experiences available 
at Fordham Law School can be derived 
from participation in the various mOQt 
court competitions which take place 
throughout the. year. Moot Court offers 
students the opportunity to get acquainted 
with the intensity of the litigation proCt;SS, 
from the oftentimes frustrating stage of 
researching and writing briefs , to the ex-
citing stages of preparing for and deliver-
ing oral argument. 
Many students become familiar with the 
William Hughes Mulligan and the l. 
Maurice Wormser moot court competi-
tions , held in the summer and fall respec-
tively, during their first year at Fordham. 
It is from these two intra-school competi-
tions that the Moot Court Board is 
selected. Current Board members include 
Curtis C. Dowd, Editor-in-Chief; William 
Dahill, Managing Editor; and Linda J. 
Schechter, Jnter-School Editor. 
Until the final round of the Mulligan 
and Wormer competitions , proceeding 
are presided over by attorneys , usually 
Fordham Moot Court Board alumni. 
"Judges are not required to be litigators," , 
remarked Dowd. "Appellate advocacy is 
a persuasive discussion of law or what the 
law should be and litigators do not have 
a monopoly on that process." 
The final round of the competitions are 
judged by a panel of distinguished judges . 
For example, the final round of the Worm-
ser cpmpc;ti]joJl held th.is f~1 '~ilsju9g~d 
by V.i<;e-Chan~~l1or' ~ acobs of the Dela-
ware Chancery Court; and Judges Sprizzo, 
Edelstein and Keenan, of the S,D.N.Y. 
"The judges are always favoragly impressed 
·by the finalists and comment that they are 
-From L to R:. Wormser participants. Finalist Doug Taus, judge Keenan, ~inalist 
and. Best ~nef co-writer Ed Scott, Best brief co-writer Lynn Joseph, 'Judge 
Spnzzo, V,ce-Chancel/of' Jacobs; 'Judge Edelstein, Finalist Jeff Altabef and 
best Speaker Manny Grillo. - . ", ' ;h . ' 
School's Labor Law Competition; The J, 
Braxton Craven, Jr. Memorial Moot Court 
COIppetition, a consti~tiol)allaw compet-
ition, spons~red by _the ' UniverSIty of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill; and the 
Cardozo~BMI National Entertainment and 
Commun,ications Law .Moot Court Com-
petition. 
The Moot Court Board, of course, spon-
sqrs Fordh~m's own inter-schoC?1 compet-
ition, known as The Irving R. Kaufman 
~ecurities La~ Moot Court COP:lpetition. 
It is a spring competition that is limited 
to 32 teams nationwide. The B~ard ' has 
announced that Justice Antonin Scalia of 
the United States Supreme Court will be 
. judging the final round 'with, Judges Oake~, 
Pierce and ¥d,aughlin of the Court of 
~ppeals, Seco~d Circuit. 
ThiS year the Fordham Moot Court 
Board sponsored an additional competi-
tion. Know!'! as New Y or~' s Mentor Moot 
C,ourt Competition, it was held at Fordham 
and ,began on Nov~rnbe~' 14th. The Mentor 
.J ¥ J \ .' 
prqgrall) ,pairs j ~e~ Yo~~ City !~~ firms 
with hjgh sc~ools, · Attorneys from the 
bett~r than many of th~ atto~eys that ~ s~za~ne ' O'~~ry, competed in the na- fjrms pr~vide lectures at th~ schools and 
before thel1l," said Dowd~ . tional competition sponsored by the Amer- serve as coaches for moot court teams. 
Lynn Duffy , '92, a member ofthe Moot iCan Bar Associatiol) . They practiced two ,The Fordham Moot Court Board de-
Court 13oard, commented that the moot to three hours a day with coach Professor velop~d and wrote the problem and the 
court experience is a great deal of fun. Miri~ L. Marcus, Assistant Attorney Gen- Re~ch bri~f, and' aryanged for judges . . 
"The best part about [being on the Board] eral of New York State 1967-78 and Chief Because o.f its commitment to sponsor-
is that you get to learn about current legal of th~ Litigation Bureau 1976-1978. The ing quality competitions, the . Fordham 
issues while working .on problems and intense preparation has paid off in the past Moot Court Board is considered by the 
briefs, and the judges' comments on tech- with several National Competition ~wards . . faculty and the administration to be a tre-
nique, "substance, and style during the At press time, they had won the regional mendous asset to the school. Through the 
competitions are invaluable. Most .peoRle ,finals to ad~ance - to the nationals in Feb- variQ,u~ co~petitio?s ~ the boar,d.}s able to 
think that when they are bein~ 'g.9!!¢<!.;-IP..~-;' ,- ::. pun the entire legal commul\it~ \t9.gf.t"er 
by a judge, that the~ f l.-doing poor) put I Tean:'s~eJ?resenti,!g lordham will also ~9, pro_yi~~ ~I:.or~haw, ~tHd~l1!s ,.~.i~h the 
actually they -ate roo~b~r)( dg!ng very" -:compete- In' 'th~ Bl)ilip C. Jessup Moot ,'TPllnce. to ge~el.~Prne."e~sary .w[i~ing ~nd 
well," added Duffy . -~ ' . . Court COm'petiion;' sp-onsored by the In- advocacy skills. the Board strongly en-
Fordham's 1990 National Moot Court ternational Law Student Association, courages all first, second and third year 
Tournament team, made up of Mary Ellen the Robert F. Wagner, Sr. Memorial Moot students to participate in the Moot Court 
Donnely, Captain, Anne _ Britt ~nd Court Competition; . New York Law experience. 
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Sobriety One Day ata Time 
A Woman's Experience with AI-Anon 




I went away for the weekend to visit gone. I was angry. I wasn't even gone 24 
friends for three nights . I enjoyed myself. hours and he couldn't stay straight. 
I made certain to call Joe every night to I knew it right away and yet I didn't 
check on him and tell him I love him. want to believe it. How could he do this? 
Thursday night I called him, and told him He had been sober for almost two months 
I missed him . Joe said he missed me too, and now we had to start over again from 
an1l- sounded fine. Early Friday morning, Day I : The not trusting him, not believing 
he called me from work to say he loved him, worrying when he's late, losing 
me. He sounded okay. Friday night into sleep, wondering about the future, it was 
mid-day Saturday, I couldn't reach him. starting all over again. 
. Each time I called and he failed to answer, He said that he had blown his whole 
my heart sank. I knew something was paycheck in three nights, over $1,000 
wrong. I knew he was no longer sober. gone. I told him to leave me alone and I 
Late Saturday afternoon, I finally reached didn't want to be in the same room with 
him. He was evasive, but not drunk and him. He went into the kitchen and began 
I felt relieved. When we hung up, nhas- washing the dishes . As I lay in bed, I 
tised myself for doubting him and thanked could feel the anger building up in me. I 
God for watching over us. ran into the kitchen and hit him. I slapped 
Sunday, Joe was an hour late pick~n~ him over and over again. I hit him so hard 
me up from the train station. Each and and so often, that I was shaking all over. 
every minute of that hour was hell. My When I stopped, I was exhausted. He 
stomach was tight with fear as I envisioned stepped out of the kitchen . He hadn't put 
Joe drunk. I started to cry, certain he a hand up to stop me. I ran the water to 
wouldn't pick me up, wondering what he calm myself, wetting my arms l!nd hands . 
had stolen from me this time to buy his He came back into the kitchen and said I 
alcohol and drugs. Then suddenly Joe was should hit him again . I did. I hit him and 
there. He looked fine. At first I was uneasy punched him and threw him up against 
with him and withdrawn. Within minutes the wall, choking him. Joe let me do it, 
though , I confessed my fears to him and he. kept saying, "Go ahead, get it out, hit 
cried hard as he held me. He said he was me." That's .when I stopped, when he 
sorry that he was late. He said he hadn't wanted it. I scared myself so much. Even 
forgotten me but had gotten delayed at his though I had hit him so many times, I still 
AA 'meeting. II>' ,.' .J L' ~.' J i felt angry. Much later; we1ay" in 'bect ahd 
Wh,~n o/e got h~we htt tql~ me tha~ he , 1 ~aid I was sorry that l hit him., He started 
had failed in his sobriety while I was away. to cry and said he would never let me 
In fact, he got drunk the first night I was touch him again. 
Computer Glossary 
I went to my AI-Anon meeting the next 
night. We focused on the First Step again. by David G. Stemlicht 
We admitted we were powerless over "Hack Away . .. The Mac Will Stay." 
alcohol-that our lives had become un- Guy S. Wiggins is too quick to dismiss 
manageable. I listtened more closely than the Apple Macintosh® ("Mac") as the 
I ever had before. Each person said some- computer of choi,ce for the law student. 
thing that I identified with. When it was Clearly the determination is not as simple 
my tum, I couldn't speak . I just cried and as, "they are simply not used in the vast 
they let me . I told them through tears that majority oflaw offices. Period." As a mat-
I had hit Joe when I found out he had ter of fact, the Mac is compatible with 
failed in his sobriety. I told them that I both LEXIS® and WESTLAW®, and 
was a failure at AI-Anon, and I couldn't even improves the ease of using both ser-
even practice the First Step successfully . vices with easy to find pull down menus 
They were very understanding and warm, and other standard Macintosh features. 
each member sharing with me their own Furthermore, the Mac makes word proces-
stories of failure. They reminded me that sing a snap. Microsoft® offers a "Word 
the First Step must be worked on every day. 4.0" program that is superior in every re-
I haven't gone to a meeting in two spect to WordPerfect® for the IBM®. Just 
weeks . I'm embarrassed to face them all go to the Computing Center and see for 
after having confessed so much . Joe has yourself. Try typing a one page document; 
been sober since. On!! day at a time sober. save it, copy it to another disk, delete it, 
I fear that he didn't hit bottom and that then tell me that you prefer the IBM over 
this isn't the last drinking spree. When the Mac. 
he's late I get very nervous . I want the True, Mac users will most likely have 
serenity that AI-Anon promises. I guess to familiarize themselves with the inferior, 
I'll go to a meeting this weekend. and more pervasive WordPerfect® 5.1 
• 
'";\~ • when they go to a law firm. But today's 
• Macs can read MS DOS, thus making both 
machines "semi-compatible." Hence, 
work saved on one machine can be used on 
the other. And with Apple's newest price 
incentives, affordability is achievable. 
, Wiggins boasts how the newest IBM-
'u! type computers· with Windows® 3.0 are 
"almost as easy as the Mac to use ." Take 
my advice; buy the Mac . It is the only 
computer as easy as the Mac to use! 
"Phew! Made it through another ______________ _ 
Thanksgiving. " 
Continued from page 7 
memory, have greatly improved mem-
ory handling capabilities and support 
multitasking. The 80386SX is basically 
an 80386 'Lite' in that it has all the 
386 chip capabilities but uses an AT 
class 16 bit data bus instead of the 32 
bit data bus that comes with genuine 
386 machines. The 486 is basically an 
incredibly fast 386 chip with certain 
additional functions built into the chip. 
Floppy Disk: A floppy disk is a plastic 
density , which can be read by both moving part in a PC , harddisks are suscep-
machines. Be aware, however, that the tible to 'crashing, ' causing possible loss of 
<format a:> command, when used on a 286 all data . For this reason , all harddisk users 
or 386 machine , will automatically format should perform regular maintenance on 
high density. If you wartt to format a disk their harddrives, to include the following: 
aster strikes. Do yourself a favor and 
don ' t learn this lesson the hard way . 
2. Defragmentation: A disk becomes 
fragmented when many files are 
created and erased on it over a period 
of time. DOS does not find contiguous 
space on the hard drive for a file . In 
other words, parts of the file can be 
scattered all over the disk, causing 'the 
heads to skip all over the disk and mak-
ing access to the file slower. There are 
several utilities on the market that cor-
rect this condition by rearranging the 
files on the disk contiguously, among 
them Norton Utilities, PC Tools and 
Disk Optimizer. Regular defragmenta-
tion of the hard drive will prolong its 
life and prevent data errors . 
disk covered with a magnetic coating and 
is one of the basic storage mediums for 
PC's . They come in two sizes: 51/4 inch 
and 3V2 inch imd two densities: double 
and high. The question of what density to 
use is often a source of confusion and 
frustration for novice computer users , be-
cause a disk that is formatted high density 
will not work in an XT class machine with 
a floppy drive that can only read double 
density. (see Formatting) 
Formatting: To format a disk is to make 
the computer record a pattern of reference 
marks on it so that it c;an store information. 
A brand new diskette must always be for-
matted before it is used, and formatting a 
disk completely erases any information 
previously stored on it : ' Diskettes can 
either be formatted double or high density . 
A 51/4 double density diskette holds 360K 
bytes of inf6rmation '<a ;SVdi'igh density 
diskette holds 1.2 megabytes of'infolma-
tion; 'a 3V2 inch double density aiskette 
holds nOK byes. of' inform'ation, where 
as th'e high density holds 1.44 megabytes 
of information . 
If you need to use a diskette on both an 
XT machine and a 286 machine or better, 
make sure \ hat you format the disk double 
double density on these machines , use the 1. Backup: All harddisks should be 
following command: <format a:/4>. backed up onto floppy drives regularly 
Hard Disk Drive: A hard. disk is a stor- so that in case of disk failure, the infor-
age medium with much greater storage mation can be retrived . There are many 
capacity than floppy disks, ranging in size different ways of backing up data. You 
from 10 megabytes to over 600 mega- can simply copy files on ,to a floppy 
bytes. A marvel of engineering, the 'rigid disk, use the DOS command <backup> 
disks that make up the drive spin at over or buy a commercial backup utility 
3000 rpms. This allows the read-write such as Fastback Plus or PC Tools. 
heads to travel across the di sk on a thin However you decide to do it, do it reg-
cushion of air without ever actually touch- ularly, Backing up is the single most 
ing the disk . For this reason, a computer important maintenance to be done on 
with a hard disk should never be moved a PC and is too often ignored until dis-
while the computer is on . If moved, the 
read-write heads can touch the surface of 
the disk, c~using serious damage. 
Harddrives work in conjunction with· a 
harddrive controller, generally a separate 
card that plugs into an expansion slot. The 
newest drives are called IDE drives, and 
they have the controller built into the drive 
Resumes Personalized 
Letters 
Continued on page 17 
Envelopes 
itself. When buying a drive, pay attention 
to its speed, which is measured in millJ-
seconds. I know it may sound farfetched 
to say that there is 'a noticeable pert-or-
mance difference between a drive that op-
erates at 19 millionths of a second versus 
a drive that operates ' at 65 milliseconds, 
but it's the thlt~ so help me God. Basi-
cally, the faster the better, depending on 
the capabilities of your machine. If you 
have an XT, 65 is ms is fine. A 286 should 
have at reast 28 ms drive and 386 machines 
cry out for a diskdrive that operates at 19 
ms or faster. 
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FROLIC and DETOUR 
And Further Mo'. .. Fantasy Islands 
Where You Would Go if by Lisa Hayes 
Take one authentic stage set circa 1927, 
embellish it with- a sizzling five-piece 
house band, add four high-stepping, 
loose-talking vaudevillians, and you have 
the makings of "Further Mo' ," the criti-
cally acclaimed musical production by 
Vernal Bagneris. 
Currently playing downstairs at the Vil-
lage Gate Theatre on Bleeker Street, 
"Further Mo'" is the sequel to the 1979 
Bagneris production "On Mo' Time," 
which played at the Village Gate Theatre 
for three and a half years . Bagneris , who 
wrote, directed and stars in "Further Mo' ," 
is a native of New Orleans. He has been 
a major proponent of theatre in New Or-
leans and a national and international ex-
porter of that city's musical and dramatic 
heritage. In "Further Mo' ," Bagneris, as 
Papa Du, brings to life the quick wit and 
showmanship of the black vaudevillians 
of the time, while also showing the anger 
and frustration black actors felt when hav-
ing to wear blackface. Starring with Bag-
neris is Sandra Reaves-Phillips, as Big 
Bertha, who recreates the bigger-than-life 
Black Blues Diva, reminiscent of Ma 
Rainey and Black Patty . Joining Bagneris 
and Reaves-Phillips on stage is Topsy 
Chapman as Thelma and Frozine Thomas 
as Ma Reed . 
"Further Mo'" is set in a vaudeville 
~heatre ho~se in St. ~<;>uis, ti1e "Black tI0l~ 
Iywood" of the early twentieth century. 
Scenes of humor and drama separate the 
play 's musical numbers , giving the audi-
ence a backstage look into the lives of the 
characters. The strength of the play is its 
You Could Afford it ' 
authenticity . It reproduces for a '90s audi- BY RENEE FROHOCK bean is also a choice-ports include San 
encethesubstanceandcultureofthe 1920s Juan , Puerto Rico, and St. Maarten, 
black vaudeville-the costumes, the mus- This winter break, fly to one of these Netherlands Antilles. Prices are equiva-
ical dance routines laced ~ith comedy, tempting hot spots in the sun. From the lent to those of the western ~aribbean . 
and the New Orleans jazz of that decade. Bahamas to the CaiTibbean, from Club But let's not forget Jamaica-yes, just 
The most magnificent recreation is the Med to Carnival Cruises, these get-a-ways Jamaica. No Club Meds or Carnival 
music, performed by the show's band, the are ideal for the after-midtermlfinal-blues. Cruises, just the all-inclusive resort, 
New Orleans Blues Serenaders. The band Club Med has resorts all over the beach, scuba, golf, tennis and entertain-
provides everything from foot-stomping Bahamas, Mexico and the Caribbean to ment island. Jamaica-Jamaica, a 
numbers like "Mississippi Mud" to light- choose from this winter. From Eleuthera SuperClubs resort, provides you with three 
hearted humorous songs like "Don't Ad- and Paradise Island, Bahamas, to Buc- meals daily, all bar drinks and cigarettes, 
vertise Your Man," a song about the dan- caneer's Creek, Caravelle, St. Lucia, use of all sports facilities and equipment, 
gers of bragging about your lover's "as- Punta Cana, Magic Isle and Turkoise in scuba diving with resort certification, 
sets." The traditional blues songs include the Caribbean, the hardest choice is decid- waterskiing, sunfish sailing, windsurfing, 
"Wild Women," which celebrates the free ing which island to visit. Daily rates with- kayaking, snorkeling, three jacuzzis, 
spirit of independent women during that out air fare and transfers range from $100 swimming pool, golf with unlimited gr~en 
time , and "Boot it Boy," performed by forMagicIsle,Haiti,to$140forParadise fees, four lighted tennis courts, nautilus 
Bagneris in a pin-striped navy blue suit, Island, Bahamas, and Turkoise in the gym and free weights , volleyball, horse-
apple jack hat, and gold pocket-watch and Caribbean . Weekly rates with air fare and back riding, bicycles, indoor game rooms, 
chain. Ms. Chapman performs the classic transfers from New York start at $1099 exercise and aerobic classes daily, dis-
"My Man," made famous first by Bessie for Eleuthera, Bahamas, through De- cotheque, piano bar and nightclub, trips 
Smith and Billie Holiday and later by cember 15, and after January 5 .start at and excursions including a shopping shut-
Barbra Streisand and Diana Ros's . And fi- $1230. (From December 15 through Jan- de toOcho Rios daily, Dunns's River Falls 
nally, there is "Home Sweet Home," a uary 5 the prices skyrocket to a minimum daily, horse and carriage rides, catamaran 
duet featuring Phillips and Chapman, of $1450 per week, so try to travel before cruises, glass bottom boat reef tours, and 
whose voices blend into a magical potion or after these dates .) Depending on the transfers between the Montego Bay airport 
of soul, blues and jazz. Club Med village, sports offered include and your hotel. 
Don 't miss "Further Mo'" for an un- windsurfing, tennis, water-skiing, golf, Finally, consider a holiday package for 
forgettable trip to the 1920s era of black sailing, scuba diving, kayaking, snorkel- Hawaii. All the following packages in-
vaudeville. I . j ng, ~e1.9b,ics, . volleyball , a1).d baske~b~.l\ . elude midweek air fare on American Alt-
. f}? 1.0n tthe quieter 'side; guests"can choose lines', eight days and seven nights ' iit the 
alternative activities such as boat rides , hotel, based on double occupancy, and 
arts and crafts, picnics and classical music round trip transfers between the airport 
concerts at sunset. and your hotel. The Waikiki Holiday starts 
If Club Med is not for you, try a Carni- at $749 through January 16, for the Out-
val Cruise to St. Thomas in the Virgin rigger Waikiki Surf East Hotel. The Maui 
Islands, Barbados in the West Indies or Holiday at Kahlului is $919 at the Maui 
Aruba in the Netherlands Antilles . These Seaside Hotel and in the Kaanapali area 
seven-day cruises to the lower Caribbean starts at $969 at the Maui Islander. The 
depart from San Juan and start at $ I 075 Kauai Holiday provides a choice of East 
for Main Deck accommodations, includ- Kauai , starting at $999, Poipu Beach, 
ing round trip air fare from over 90 cities starting at $1033, or Princeville , starting 
to San Juan. All prices are per person! at $1152. The Lanai Holiday provides a 
based on double occupancy, plus port room at the Lodge at' Koele for $1749 . 
charges of $50. Cruises to the western And the Molokai Holiday provides a 
Caribbean, including Cozumel, Mexico, choice of the Hotel Molokai at $999 or 
and Ocho Rios, Jamaica, start at $1075 the Kaluakoi Hotel & Golf Club starting 
for Main or Riviera Deck accommodations at $1049. There are additional multi-island 
and include round trip air fare from over packages to choose from, contact your 
175 cities to Miami. The eastern Carib- local travel agent for more information . 
Take in "Other People's Money,"and Enjoy it! 
by Renee Frohock manager, seeoEngly faithful to to Jorgen- he says, "they sit there and do nothing, high-powered world of Wall Street, con-
"Other People's Money," the new play son, yet really motivated ~ Jorgenson's and their meters are always running." trasted with the small town ideals ofa man 
by Jerry Sterner, is ' a wonderful, witty promise that in another two rears he will ' Kate helps , not so much for the benefit like Andrew Jorgenson . All the actors por-
comedy about the slimy, devious world step down and the company will be handed of her mother or the company, but her her tray their characters to perfection. We 
of finance and corporate law. Sterner gives to him. . own career· motives. Taking down Gar- despise Garfinkle!s desire to continuously 
us a befitting mix of characters, from the Coles is responsible for divesting the finkle is the opportunity of a lifetime. The make money at the expense of so many 
all-too-idealistic elders to the under- company beyond the wire and cable divi- antagonistic relationship that develops be- others. We sympathize with Jorgenson's 
handed, money-oriented, cold-hearted, sion, thus keeping it alive for the p.ast ten tween Garfinkle and Kate provides the play and Bea's belief that they can fight 
modem day businessmen/women. to twelve-oda years . He is also the only with its most intense and sarcastic humor. Garfinkle on their own terms and in their 
The play is driven by the character one to see the trouble coming when Gar- "Are you a f---ing lawyer?" Garfinkle asks own moralistic, old~fashioned ways. We 
Lawrence Garfinkle, a.k.a. "Larry the finkle makes his first visit. Kate . :'Depends on who I'm with," she 'admire Kate, who may be driven by her 
Liquidator," played by Dennis ~redovic. It is soon obvious that Garfinkle is not replies. own ambitions, but who is also the perfect 
(Predovic is the standby for Steven Keats .) acquiring thousands of shares of the com- The play is a downright dirty look at opponent for a slime like Garfinkle ~ And 
An overweight, over-aggressive, man- pany's stock to simply be the premiere lawyers and the finance world in general. finally, we feel for Coles, a man who has 
ipulative, unprincipled financier, Gar- stockholder. Jorgenson cannot understand how Gar- devoted many years of his life for the 
finkle has set his ~ights on the New Eng- Garfinkle aim~ to tak over the com- finkle can make so much mQney at what p'romise that one year, th~ company will 
land Wire and Cable Company. The com- pany, dismantle ft, and then sell it for he does, when he does not build or create be his to run . , 
. " I 
pany, owned by Andrew Jorgenson (Arch profit. Jorgenson's , loy 1 secretary Bea anything tangible . Nor does Jorgenson ap- "Other People's Money': is a reflective 
I _ t \ " " . 
Johnson), is one of those family hand-me- (Jacqueline Brookes) must soon call upon prove of any of the anti-takeover devices look at tWo opposing worlds, two contrast-
downs that Jorgenson runs with pride. her daughter Kate (Priscill L'ppez), a Kate suggests. He does~ ' t believe in ing ways of life. In the world of corporate 
Even though the wire and cable division lawyer for Morgan Stanley , to ' come to poison pills, white knights , or shark repel- finance, a world run by the Garfinkles of 
of the company loses money each year, the company's aid . Jorgenson is not thril- lants . "One good thing, if the commies Wall Street, good almost never triumphs 
I, 
Jorgenson believes his 1,200 employees led at the idea of a New York City lawyer did take over," he says, "they'd kill all over evil. Sterner rets us see this in a com-
deserve the security of continuous work, coming into his little Rhode Island town . the lawyers." Jorgenson is much too ideal- ical delight of a. play . See it with someone 
despite the financial downfalls. William He disfavors both .New :York City and istic to fight Garfinkle at his revel. you' re suing. -
Coles (James Murtaugh) is the company's lawyers. "Lawyers are like taxi drivers," The play provides a satirical look at the 
~The Advocate 
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There's been a change at the Clients' Security Fund. 
It's in our name. We're now the New York Lawyers' 
Fund for Client Protection. - What hasn't changed is 
our mission to protect law clients from the misuse of 
their money in the practice of law. While rare, theft by 
a lawyer erodes public trust in a pr9fession that's 
proud of its good name and its high standards. - Our 
-'fund-' JinanGeti ~-law)t€Ts~~imbtirses law. -c~ients 
who have suffered these losses., pr9mptly and without 
cost. It's another way for lawyers to say that honesty in 
the practice of law is just as important to them as 
it is to their clients. - 'Because protecting the innocent 
. is. more . tl;1av ju~t fa" pnvilege. , ·It' s ,Our responsibility. 
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work to-be repetItIouS and of little value. 
Even though the public interest legal Public Interest Coneludeo field is vast, required courses include al-
Continued from page 8 school appli'cations (as corroborated by most no information that relates to pov-
conservative law students at several Kathy Brady, Director of the Career Plan- ' erty, civil rights, and the economically 
schools .. At Harvard, the Federalist Soci- ning Center) , for many those ideals either disadvantaged ," said one frustrated ad-
ety mounted a substantial campaign fade or were never genuine to begin with , ministrator. "If we could just suggest to 
against the require~nt prior to the student as the jobs upon graduation indicate . Some professors that they regularly incorporate 
referendum. Lane Forsythe, a Fordham . of these students cite overwhelming debt examples about public interest law to 
Federalist Society member, agreed with as their reason for the change"of heart. achieve parity, students wouldn't be so 
Harvard's group: "I certainly don't like However, many attorneys who have pur- tempted to adopt the myth that public in-
the idea of mandatory volunteerism. I sued careers in public interest feel this is terest law isn't worthy of the intellectual 
think people should do it, but I don't think a cop-out. "If you really w'ant to do it , rigors of the classroom." 
it ought to be mandatory ." you'll do it, no matter what," said one This cultural and ecoriomic bias is rein-
If people "should" do it, they do not , Legal Services attorney with outstanding forced by the faculty, which is largely 
say the pro bO(Jo prononents. "The legal~ loans from undergraduate, graduate, and \yhite, upper-middle class, and male, as 
profession is grossly failing to deliver," law schools. well as by other students. "The majority 
said consumer advocate Ralph Nader. An informal survey indicated that even of peers in law school are from upper-mid-
"Most lawyers are working for polluters students who continue to be vaguely com- die class families who have never been 
and not the environment, for landlords and mitted to public interest law are not per- exposed to the issues in public interest 
not tenants, for management and not suaded to pursue it wholeheartedly by the law," said the administrator, "and the de-
workers, for the wealthy and northe poor. hew economic incentives at Fordham. mands of law school require that students 
Under [this] campaign ... law students However, Professor Sharpe feels these remain in a sort of "ivory tower." Physi-
around the country are working to change students "would probably never be satis- cally and intellectually, then, there is no 
that." fied" with increased, financial support for room, for public interest." 
~ ~3 Page 13 > 
cited by many as an outstanding example 
of his commitment to improving the law 
student's public service experience while 
at the school, and the new loan forgiveness ' 
program has' already affected at least 20 
graduates in their choice of career. Feerick 
is also committed to hiring more'minority 
professors in an effort to make the faculty 
more diverse and has gone Se far as to 
leave available positions empty until 
minorities fill them'. Said one adminis-
trator, "Dean Feerick is the public interest 





by Miriam Buhl 
Do Fordham Students Really Care? public interest iaw unless the aid could In Making It and Breaking It, Robert Some professors refuse to let students 
As Ed Wolfe noted, the increased activ- match the considerable salaries they will V. Stover, a sociologist who enrolled in see graded ~xams, despite the theory that 
ity in pro bono and public i'nterest hlw at earn at law firms . law school, examined some ofthese issues we learn from our mistakes. were points 
Fordham may attract a more diverse stu- Does the Law School Really Care? and found a high correlation between pub- taken off your test because you wrote in 
dent bOdy in the future. But will it affect Some members oftfie Law School com- lic interest work during and after law the margins, because your analysis was 
the students currently enrolled at the munity feel strongly that one reason why school. Students who worked at three jobs conclusory, or because you confused first-
school? students abandon their ideals in ,whole or in the public interest field durin'g law degree murder with menacing? The buck 
To some degree, the public service fund in part is because an education at Fordham schopl were extremely likely to take public does not stop with the professor, however, 
and the loan forgiveness program are re- rarely if ever exposes the law student to interest jobs after graduating, while those The A.B.A . standards provide students 
suits of student pressure on the administra- anything but corporate issues and cases who had two such jobs during school were with the right to inspect their examination 
tion to strengthen its commitment to com- involving middle-'-and upper-class par- less likely, and so on. papers. the professor is not required to go 
munity service. But the number of stu- 'ties. To the incoming taw student, public Fordham's recent developments may be over the exam individually with the stu-
dents who actually voice these concerns interest work appears to be fascinating, changing the nature of a law school edu- dent, but the student must be allowed 10 
is only a small fraction of the total enroll- challenging, and satisfying ., But it i~ never cation at this university. Students, faculty, see the graded exam. Any student in-
ment. taught, and an acculturation process over- and administrators credit Dean Feerick terested in seeing an exam who is refused 
While most students wrote about com- hauls the student's values to the point with leading the way. His fundraising ef- by the professor should contact Dean 
mitment to public interest in their law wh~r.e he ~r she c~nsi1ffs ! prblic int~t;st ,fof}",ff>r t}1~ Pub!i~ S~r:vice La'!, F~~? is Vairo to pursue the matter. 
Tax Penalties " , I I-'~ ')r . r, .. r t r. ., 
statement of tax. In addition, the under- quently litigated sections of the Code. ~ joint return was filed and the statute of Continued from page 3 
filing. This rate incentive has cause 
numerous unsuspecting individuals to ac-
crue tax liabilities for which they did not 
have the correspondent income. The basic 
rate structure should be changed and all 
individuals should file sepat:ate returns, 
and thereby only acquiring responsibility 
for their own income taxes. 
In 1976, Congress implemented a sup-
posed mitigation provision to deal with 
the problem of spousal liabilities. These 
rules exonerate the spouse from joint lia-
bility under certain limited circumstances. 
Relief from liability is only available 
where the other spouse did not know of 
and had no reason to know of the under-
B~I kJG- r. D. 
statement must arise from a "grossly er- The frequency of the problem can be limitations is not yet exceeded. This, how-
roneous" decduction, or from a substantial estimated by reference to the number of ever, does not shift the burden from the 
omission of income. divorces and deaths of one spouse which point of view of the IRS. They will still 
The usefulness of the "innocent spouse" occur in any year. In each of these events, pursue the remaining spouse if they cannot 
e.rovision has been wholly unsatisfactory. it is ' likely thaf the other spouse will be collect the full amount from the other 
Numerous individuals have been sub- subject to some liability by reason of hav- sPouse. For collectio~ purposes, both 
jected to income tax liability for amounts ing filed a joint return. spouses remain fully jointly and severally 
which were wholly inequitable under the r In many insta~ces either the responsible. liable. 
circumstances. spouse or the estate of the responsible Under the tax rate schedule im-
Joint return liability has caused and con- spouse may satisfy the liability. Ho~ever, plemented by the 1986 Tax Reform Act, 
tinues to cause much litigation and collec- there are numerous instances when the re- two unmarried individuals who each had 
tion. There are about 300 reported cases sponsible spouse cannot or will not satisfy taxable incomes of $20,000 would pay a 
since 1971 of taxpayers c9,ntesting the im- such liability. The normal response of an total of $6559, or $3279.50 each. If these 
position of joint and several liability by attorney representing a client in a divorce two people were married and filed a joint , 
claiming relief as innocent spouses, mak- is to seek an indemnity agreement from return, they would incur a tax bill totill of 
ing section 6013(e) among the most fre- the opposing spouse for each year in which $7332.50 or $3666.25 each, 11.8 % more 
UDie I¥INK ftE~ 
f~l9iMA~S 
e.VEe~ 1Ue5[)\l/ 1J~ 
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than if they were unmarried. This extra 
tax is referred to as "the marriage penalty 
tax." If this same ,couple was married and 
filed separately, their joint tax bill would 
be the same as if they filed jointly. 
Criminal Liability in a Joint Filing 
An individual 'Will only be criminally 
liable for their own acts in filing a return. 
However, if there is a violation of criminal 
law on the return, the other spouse is cer-
tainly subject to inyestigation as to the ' 
, extent, if any of his or her contribution in such 
filing. Essentially, if a fraudulent return 
is filed and signed by both taxpayers, each 
one of them must prove separately their 
innocence . The specific issue and ultimate 
liability will be determined by the concept 
of "willfulness." Willfulness has vari-
ously been defined as requiring an "evil 
motive," "bad faith ," "deliberate 'and not 
I 
accidental" or and act done with "specipc 
intent." . 
!):oeS ~tJ 5:00PM 
2268 Broadway (S1st: S2nd: NYC,NY 2f2':S80-0200 
S ignificant consider~tion of the tax cJ n-
sequences must accompany any decis ' n 
to marry. And even more signific,nt 
though must be given to filing a joint -
turn ~th ~ .J~~se;.. The!,!: isno vow to 
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DARE to ·DECLARE 
day with the troops , should come before 
As we head into the holiday seasqn, we the nation and spell o'ut a few things . The 
as a natio'l find ourselves in a not so merry Iraqi inva!)ion of Kuwait and the disruption 
predicament. The new world order that in the oil markets are not the problem, but 
looked so promising last spring is facing' symptoms of the problem. The problem is 
its first challenge. Several hundred Saddam Hussein and his expanding power 
thousand of our fellow citizens are far of mass destruction and willingness to use 
from home, under arms and facing a pow- it. This megalomaniac has chemical and 
erful enemy; The Congress and the Execu- biological weapons with the ability to de-
tive are bickering over war powers. liver them 400 miles from his border. He 
Saddam Hussein is attempting to shape has 27.6 pounds of enriched uranium-235 
the post ,cold war era. We have seen this and is within two to five years of perfect-
shape before. The heavy hand is being ing an atomic bomb with a ballistic deli~­
used to "settle" a border dispute thousands ery system with a range of 1200 miles . 
of miles from Peoria. Control of Kuwait Sanctions will take at least anothereigh-
has ~en wrested from the al-Sabah teen months to begin to weaken his war 
monarchy. The current Emir has had machine. Children and hostages will suf-
scores of wives (though never mor~ than ' fer immeasurably in that period' of time. 
four at a time) and hundreds of children? The political coalition Bush has so adroitly 
not exactly a Yankee-doodle democrat. built will crumble. This is a pay-me-now-
There is something in our collective gut or-pay-me-Iater deal and right now the 
that tells us not to trade American blood price is relatively cheap. Bush should re-
for Arab oil. The only reason we like Arab mind the nation that there are 9pO Amer-
oil better than untapped American oil is ieans being held hostage and an embassy 
that it is cheaper. If we have to send our under siege. Most importantly, the Presi-
brothers (and quite possibly our sisters) to dent must go to the Congress and request 
their deaths, it is not much of a bargain. a declaration of war. Constituti9flally, it 
One would not think a President w.ho is the President's responsibility to set the 
claims he is from Texas would have foreign policy of the nation and the Con-
trouble figuring out that at $45 a barrel, gress' to declare war. Accordingly, should 
American oil is better for the economy the war declaration fail to pass, . Bush 
than foreign oil we have to die for. When should resign. To be sure, when he asks 
Secretary of State James Baker, another for the declaration he should have Dan 
Texan, tells us the reason we have 400;000 Quayle stand right next to him saying "Gee 
troops in the Persian Gulf is "jobs" we George, is that but~on on your desk just 
know in our heart of hearts that the man, like Nintendo?" H.e will get his declara-
who by now,must have frequent flier mile- tion, will be rid of Hussein and the Con-
age to the moon and back, has just been- stitutional crisis over the war powers, 
working too hard and needs a vacation. which has ~en going on since Korea, will 
President Bush, now back from his holi- be resolved . / 
Will Saddam Get What He Wants? 
To the Editor: 
The October 31 st edition of The Advo-
cate carried an article reporting my ap-
pearance as the first speaker in the Dean's 
Lecture series . 
It quoted me as saying: "If money would 
have bought influence, I would have 
bought it, because my son now has a 
felony conviction." Though that was not 
part of my prepared text, I assume it or 
something 'c1ose, came in response to a 
comment by one of the students that I had 
used influence to get John off easy. (I 
don't consider a felony conviction for a 
quarter bf a gram sale to an undercover 
cop getting off easy.) 
First of all, let me assure you that I was 
not implying that I would have done any-
thing illegal or even impro~r to resolve 
my son's case so that he would not have 
a felony conviction. I have many friends 
in Vermont but the only help I eyer asked 
for was on the night of his arrest and it 
was to get the name of an attorney to rep-
resent him . 
As far as ~ying influence . . . again 
not illegally. If I thought that having a 
courtroom packed with college students 
supporting John (we see it daily in New 
York City high profile cases) would have 
countered the impact of the national press 
presence, I would have brought them in. 
If I thought having Alan Dershowitz argue 
his appeal would have influenced the 
court, I would have hired him. If I thought 
that taking ads in the Burlington Free 
Press would have helped him, I would 
have bought the ads. 
Like any other mother, I wish the whole 
thing had never happened. And like any 
other mother I wanted to help my son. 
Like any other law yet I explored every 
legal avanue available. I wish I could Iiave 
been more successfuf. 
Geraldine A. Ferraro 
Editor's. Note 
My first year at Fordham Law School richment of our school. We have received 
was challenging, and at times overwh~lm- tremendous support froin the student 
ing. In the midst of the hectic first-year body, faculty and the administration and 
schedule of preparing assignments, at- ' look forward to your continued support. 
tending classes and study-grouping, I ' I would like to take this opportunity to 
.....-----...,.-----,------------..,,....------------:---:------, came to know that I believe to be the typ- thank the editors, staff writers and con-
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Desert Fax'M service can help you reach 
U.S. Military Personnel "in the Gulf: 
A quick note. A silly doodle. A clipping from the local newspaper. 
TIleY may not seem like much, but to someone far away from home, they 
can mean a lot. And now theres a fast, easy way to send these heartfelt 
messages to a loved one stationed in tbe Gulf For free. 
Its called Desert Fax. It stores messages electronically and transmits 
them at high speed 'using Enhanced FAX .service, which is available 
internationally. So you can fax a message to any US. military personnel 
lJrefseas" involved in Operation Desert Shield. 
Just go to your nearest AT&T Phone Center to pick up an official 
Desert Fax form. Put your personal message in the space provided! Fill in 
the necessary information including social security number and 
APO/FPO. An employee will fax it for you. And the person in the Gulf 
should recei\'e your message within a few days. 
Desert Fax messages can only be sent from the U5. tathe Gulf using 
the official forms available at all AT&T Phone Centers. To find out where 
the one nea,rest to you is located, and its hours, consult your white,pages . 
Or callI 800 555-8111, Ext. '36, Mon-Fri 8am-6pm, Sat 8am-Apl1l. I 
Because staying connected is something thats important to all of us. 
~rt F3l< Is a public servitt brousJlIto you by ATar. 
This opatt i. donat~ by this publication. -
4'-.."0""" 
'Thi5Sfn'icC' ",III rrm:lin in ('frtt until modifitdor .. 'ilhdrlJwn hyATAT 
• 'Active DU1Y and R('M"vjSl~ tRlu(' or hlack hal'~inl ptn rrcommc:ndC'd 
ical Fordham student, if such a creature tributors for their hard work and dedica-
exists . Generally spe;lking, Fordhamites tion to making The Advocate a quality 
are creative, disciplined and almost never publication . , 
at a loss for an opinion . On behalf of all of us on The Advocate , 
It has been and is the hope of The Ad- I wish students good luck on exams. We 
vocate to channel the talent and spirit of will return next semester with new and 
the Fordham student and the entire Law interesting features . 
School community to promote the ex- Marc-Philip Ferzan 
Managing Editor change of ideas and', ultimately, the en-
\tbr~bbocatt 
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW ' 
The Advocate is the official newspaper of Fordham Law, School, published by the students of the 
school. ~e purpose of The Advocate is to report the news concerning the Fordham Law School 
commun~ty and developments in the legal profession, an,d to provide students with a medium for 
commuDlcatio~ and expression of opinion. The Advocate does not necessarily concur with opinions 
~xpressc:<l h~relD, and IS not responsibl~ for the opinions of individual authors or for factual eJii'ors 
m contributions received. 
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Fordham: ~lhe Jesuit tiniversityof -New York? ' 
by Daniel O'Toole ;-: City" has succeeded in attracting members acted upon by an external force, , versity's first 150 years, For Fordham to 
U ' , 's h I of ot non-Catholic faiths , This is a commend- A dedication to the Jesuit ideal of ser- continue to grow and prosper it must re-The Fordham mverslty c 00 bl h ' ' d d h I' f be ' d' , 
" " I' h S ' a e ac levement In ee as t e qua Ity 0 vice may be the "force", needed to make mem r Its roots an stnve to remain true Law despIte ItS nomina tIes to t e oClety I ' 
' 'I ' ' I d 'd f the student body at Fordham Law wou d Fordham a leader among law schools In to its mission f service, 
of Jesus IS a most entIre y evOl 0 a " " 
,, ' , L h undoubtedly suffer were Fordham known terms of publIc servIce, The Umverslty In addition 0, he pure virtue of public JesUIt flavor. WhIle Fordham aw as two , '" '" " , , 
, b h hI' If solely as a JesuIt Law School. could accomplIsh thIs end by requtrlng service, the positive public relations JesUIt faculty mem ers, t e sc 00 Itse , , " d' " .. , , 
" d" I' f J " DespIte the benefIts of relIgIOUS Iver- pro-bono actIvItIes as a prerequIsIte to would also benefit the school. Fordham lacks the Sptnt an lee Ing 0 a esult In- , " 
'" b d ' d'f slty at Fordham Law , It seems ItS students graduation , the concept of mandatory pro- Law's national reputation, wQuld be en-stltutlOn, JesUIt schools are y eSlgn I - " , ' ' 
f ' h " , f h' h are being depnved due to the entIrely sec- bono work was recently addressed by Ar- hanced if its devotion to public service ferent rom all ot er InstutltIons 0 Ig er , • F d " ' 
, " , ChI' ular atmosphere whIch permeates or - chibald R , Murray In a recent Dean' s ses- was of a higher profile , A law school is learning (inclUding non-JesuIt, at 0 IC Id bo h ' 
, " f ham, Fordham Law wou serve t Its quicentennial lecture , Murray, a Fordham not regarded by the legal communit' nd 
schools), It IS the role and mISSIon 0 a ' , ' " , . 
, , " be d" , F rd students and the legal commumty well by Law graduate, who IS ExecutIve DIrector the public at large solely on the ba~ .; of JesUIt instItution to Istlnctlve, 0 - , " , , " ' th 
" 'I d ' h ' I acknowledging ItS JesUIt roots and pursu- andl\ttorneY-In-Chlef of the ' Legal AId average LSAT's and GPA'S; if that we.,' e ham Law has laI e to attaIn t IS goa, , , " " 
, d' 'd I II F dh Ing JesUIt Ideals, The Ideal most desper- Society expressed approval of such a no- case Fordham would have fared much bet-Were an In IVI ua to enro at or am, , ' , 
ately In. need of resurrectIon at Fordham tion , Mr. Murray shared hIS thoughts on ter in U,S , News & World Report's rank-Law without know lege of its Jesuit roots 
he or she could graduate without the 
slightest understanding of what differen-
tiates a Jesuit school from its secular coun-
terparts. As Fordham University cele-
brates its 150th anniversary, it is impera-
tive that thought be given to the role of 
the Jesuit tradition in the legal education 
at Fordham. 
Although an occasional Roman collar 
may be spotted in the Atrium, Fordham 
Law is essentially devoid of a Jesuit ap-
pearance. This no doubt has its advan-
tages. One of the great strengths of Ford-
ham law 'is the religious diversity of its 
student body . A recent questionaire on dis-
crimination conducted by The Advocate 
revealed the follow,ing religious affilia-
tions at Fordham: 40,9% Catholic, 10.6% 
Protestant, '39.4% Jewish , and 9.1 % 
other. While the precise accuracy of th is 
questionaire may be questioned, it 
nonetheless demonstrates that the religi-
ous composition of the student body at 
Fordham is comparable to that of other 
local law schools. i 
It would appear that Ford m, it · 
being the "Jesuit University of New York 
Law is the duty to serve others, Joseph this issue in response to a que~tlon posted ing of law schools last year. While the 
A, O'Hare , S,J" President of Fordham by Dean John D, Feerick regarding man- survey was so flawed as to make it mean-
University, has called service the "distinc- datory pio-bono work by attorneys, Mr, ingless in scientific terms (the numb ' r of 
tive emblem" of the Jesuit tradition , Murray ~xpressed concerns regarding the ' respondents was dismally low and tl .:. in-
While by no means an exclusively Jesuit coercive nature of governm'ental imposi:' dicia for rating questi nab Ie) its signifi-
notion , the call to serve other lias long tion of such service, but stated that it was cance should not be ignored as it was read 
been a hallmark of the Society of Jesus , well within the powers of a law school to by millions of people across the nation, 
As such ; the ideal of service should be require ~uch service by students as a pre- Service, a virtuous end in and of itself, 
one of the cornerstores of legal education requisite to graduation, can be "exploited" to better the reputation 
at Fordham , This ' is not to suggest that Some may argue that the' message M of Fordham, The tragic conditions ooder 
Fordham Law be "indoctrinated" in Jesuir serVICe would be less threatening were it which many ~ew Yorkers live, while de-
philosophy~ . Fordham, Law, " however, preS'ente'd in c:i'~nbn-oenominational" man- plotable; ' present great legai opportunities 
should be distinguishable from its secular' ner. The 'arguri1ent follows that service is imd challenges to Fordham. This occasion 
counterparts. It is possible for Fordham a universal message amenable to virtually to at once serve the community at large and 
to retain a religiously unobtrusive atmos- every major religious group in existence, the University should not be squandered. 
phere, deliver a top legal education, and indeed' it is a notion embraced by many Fordham should not be sati sfied merely 
remain true to its ' Jesuit ideals , ' . agnostics a~d atheists. Why then is it nec~ 'with placing its students"" ' h top law 
Though, public ' service is by 'no means essary ' to present service 'in terms of a firms. The School of Law should be able 
dead at Fordhafn Law ,' it is :far from 'thriv- ;Jestilt itleal? I t I to boast of much more than good job place-
ing. One could argue that community ser: Fordham's tradition requires that a mes- ment. A Fordham' educated lawyer should 
vice may very well begin to flourish in sage of service be proffered in Jesuit be, per the Jesuit ideal, different from his 
the wake of the recent $1 mi llion gift by terms. The riskS of alienating non-Catho- or her peers. Fordham graduates should 
Fordham alumni earmarked for public ser- lics at Fordham Law by calling forth Jesuit be known not solely for their exceptional 
vice. The lethargy afflicting public sel'Vice ideals is 'certainly ' not to be underesti- legal skills, but also for their unwavering 
at F,ordh ' will not be abated matetl? BiY'·t:t.ie's . meJt ken the~efits gfUbmHiitfn ' ne~o seWe.tnelr cO'rJ\ml@ilJ lI!ld 
s . Iy I iiI . most generous and sucll:ain 4fiv'ocli 'i&! 1~?ern8t' t'o bKe:sfnisse(1f?'lt~os1t1 Jes ()r foi'tun~ie l ilian' themselves: 
timely . The I~w of inertia tells _u ~ that Jesu/t ' t'ratlition has §haped Fordhdm Uni~ Jesuit tradition demands no less . 
objects at rest tend to stay at rest unless 
New York Bar. Review Cours 
Summer 1990 Enrollments 
Again this summer, ',BAR/BRI prepared more 
aw school graduates for the New York Bar Exam 




courses. )\.combined·< ' 
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· by Andrew Burke 
. There has always been a near universal 
at>peal of environmental issu~s. Every one 
Qf us, after all, breathes the air, drinks the 
water and , at least occasionally, ponders 
the future· we are bestowing upon our chil-
. dren and grandchildren. These issues have 
'undeniably expanded far beyond the 
minds of the populace and into campaigns 
of politicians and the pocke,tbooks of in-
dustry. 
Environmentalism clearly' has entered the 
~Qrporate mainstream. Was' it a self-in-
duced awakening- Did this sudden all 
encompassing concern and emphasis on 
. I'going green" have anything to do with 
greater media and legislative scrutilly? 
Has the corporate foot race to stay ahead 
of the trend translated into Jong-term effec-
tive' environmental strateg{es? Whatever 
~he motive, the emphasis is c1ear-clean 
.up the mainstream without strangling cor-
porate profits and reducing cash flow. 
Who will pay for this awakening and to 
" what extent will it be the determining fac-
·tor' in how far this era will progress. In 
any event, the coupling of environmen-
talism with enterpnse has turned even the 
most hard-nosed; bottom-line oriented 
,,-
corporate executives i1;lto environmen-
· talists . 
, ' The 1990s will be known as 'the "decade 
of the environment." Expanded consumer 
and public awareness, increased legisla-
tive activity and a recent corporate awa-
· kening has translated into a heightened , 
need for environmental lawyers. This 
hreed of attorney will need to wear many 
" hats in order to effectively promulgate the 
complex set of regulations mandated by 
(:ongress. The environmental criminal 
la~yer, the environmental labor lawyer, 
and the environmental civ'jl rights lawyer 
are just a few of the roles which this new 
., bfeed of attorney will play in an expanding 
t r: and diverse area of law. To be an effective 
~ lawyer in this field will ·require not only 
'. a thorough knowledge of-the substantive, 
'b,lJt also a general understandIng of the 
law, the sciences, economic theory , and 
the regulatory scheme. 
' In early November the Environmental 
. ~w Council and Report in tonjunction with 
, the' Career Planning Center hosted an En-
vironmental Law Career Dinner. The 
. . 
'. event focused 'on introducing' Fordham 
Law students to diverse areas of environ-
_ .mental law through conversations with ' 
anti presentations by at~orneys who are 
~utrently practicing in the ·field. Over se-
. venty students participated in the event. 
, The turnout reflected the students' thirst 
for environmental career and substantive 
'. information . Ten attorneys representing a , 
. broad spectrum of environmental law 
firms , corporations, committees, and state 
and local environmental agencies were in. 
attendance . The Fordham Law faculty also 
showed their support for student run pro-
grams through their partiCipation. 
The field of Environmental Law is growing. 
Fordham Law students are interested and 
there is an increased demand for environ-
mental lawyers. The only thing these vari-
ables lack is a formula for preparing the 
, students to undertake this rigorous discip-
line. . 
If Fordham hopes to be among this na-
, tion 's top law schools, it needs to be a 
'. leader in addre< . ing legal trends and not 
~ follower. Th dministration, faculty 
and students ha . lccognized the increas-
. ing ir»oriancp nf' the burgeoning field ?f 
.... 
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Breaking th~ r?~'!t ?~!:!~~r!!,;J:!l~e~~w~ 
by ~e Brent forsythe g p that they are threatened. They can't simply 
. ' how to make the world a better place , . 
To the Estabhshment: k' 1 h 'th bsolutel no make mmor (from the administration's 
\11 ' I \Il h £ d wor mg ong ours, WI a y . . h 
ne reject your va ues . ne C ale un er fr h ' .. d' standpomt) concessIOns suc as concoct-
. . support om t elr universIty; no ancmg 
your autocratIc rule . We demand a say m . h k d I h'rt t bing a special committee, special course, 
. . . . m t e par an not a coo tee-s I 0 e 
how our UniversItIes are run and what IS £ d Th t d t h h t k special admissions policy, or special 
.. .oun. ere are s u en s w 0 ave a en 
taught in our classrooms . We are wllhng . hI ' d h' Th 't major to placate these.dissenters. It is these 
.. , . . It upon t emse ves to 0 tIS. ey wn e 
to stand for what IS nght even If It Jeopar- £ h . , 1 th t very privileges which the fledgling jour-
' . .or t e conservatIve Journa sa · are 
dizes our careers and subjects us to scorn. th f nals reject as invalid and unjust. The jour-
and ridicule . ' emergmg ?n campuses across e na Ihon, 1 h . h f ' . 
from Flonda to Berkeley. Because t ey na s campIOn t e cause 0 retammg west-
!he above ~arag~a~h could have been question the liberal establishment at their em civilization and the greal-books in col-
wntten. by ~n I~eahstlc s~dent at almo~t respective schools, they are all controver- lege curricula. They write forcefully about 
any universIty m the. 1960 s. :hese senh- sial. The Dartmouth Review has received the ineffectiveness and unfairness of affir-
ments are now agam sweepmg college the lion's share of national media attention mative action in admissions and hiring 
campuses across the nation. Not from the for repeatedly skirting or crossing the polices. How can the university establish-
Left, ~ they were in the sixties. The .Left boundaries of good taste. The Review's ment deal with a group that is not fighting 
won, it is the establishment at most unlver- sometimes juvenile antics, however, must for its own self-interest, but the ideals of 
sities now. not be allowed to obfuscate the uncons- fairness, justice and the integrity of the 
Consider the Earth Day minions, for cion able tactics utilized by school ad- Western cultural and intellectual heritage? 
example, who made such a mess of Cen- ministrators to stifle dissent. Perhaps because they, are losing in the 
tral Park tbis past spring. Would they have The same administrators who untiringly market place of ideas, college adminis-
written this note to the powers t~at be? champion the fight for diversity (they've trators have tried to marginalize their op-
They had a fun-filled afternoon, hstened learned how to deal with the liberal dissen- position by labeling them as racist, 
to some of the leading pop ~tars, festooned ters-give them a special privilege and homophobic, or whatever i"s most "politi-
the green with debris (to be picked up by they ' ll go home) react to the conservative cally incorrect" at the moment. So far , 
the taxpayers), and went home smugly writers with an iron fist. Darmouth College this labeling has effectively chilled open 
knowing they had done the "politically President James Freedman's witch hunt discussion. Mainstream students, for 
correct" thing. High-schoolers and colle- against the Dartmouth Review is ·a clear example, are often too intimidated to 
gians everywhere gleefully plopped down example. When a saboteur inserted an anti- openly question affirmative action for fear 
their parent's $20 for official "Earth day Semitic excerpt from Hitler's Mein Kampf of being tagged racist. At universities, 
1990" tee-shirts in order to proclaim their in the journal's credo, Mr. Freedman refused supposed laboratories of ideas, students 
environmentalism to the world, and look to cooperate with The Review (which has a are afraid to publicly speak their minds. 
cool in school on Monday. The concert- black editor and several Jewish staffers) in Ultimately, the success of this name cal-
goers didn't need to fear condemnation by identifying ' the culprits. Instead, he im- ling technique will depend on the courage 
their peers, families or teachers for partak- mediately rushed to condemn The Review of students. Are they willing to stand for 
ing in a "radical" happening. If this was in The New York Times . He also led a campus what they think is right and be accused of 
a political statement, it certainly wasn't rally which led to death threats against mem- being politically incorrect, 6r will they 
anti-establishment. . bers of The Review. choose to join the next no-risk cause and 
Who then would write that ,",ote to the . Why are administnitors ,so aflflid oftheir leave the mess for someone else to worry 




The course would provide an opportunity 
to examine the emerging body of law con-
cerning the rights of lesbians and gay men. 
Discussions would focus on the assertion 
of individual freedom in matters of sexual 
expression, including: marriage, private 
consensual conduct, cohabitation, repro-
duction , and a collateral right to be free 
from discrimination in employment, hous-
ing, public accommodation, government 
licensing and parenting. The course would 
examine cases and issues from a different 
and more detailed perspective than previ-
ously encountered in other classes such as 
constitutional law, domestic relations, wills 
and estates, law and medicine, and employ-
ment discrimination . 
IiII~k G.RfI!N,boOE 
\ 
environmental law and the impact it will 
have on the world. Therefore, the next 
step to developing the formula for an en-
vironmental law program at Fordham is 
to increase the number of qualified profes-
sors and to offer a comprehensive range 
of courses in the field; to implement and 
expand a rigorous clinical program to pub-
lic and private environmental organiza-
tions; and, to host an array of events 
geared towards the student body, 
academic scholars and the environmental 
community. The participatio!1 by the stu-
dent body in the dinner and the high enroll-
ment in the law environmental electives 
is a good indicator that e ar~ ready for 
at the very least, an expanded curriculum. 
Over the next five years, Fordham's goal 
should be to build upon the foundation 
already established to become a leader in 
the field of environme~tal law . 
f ) 
I 
A Quest for 
a Broader 
Curriculum 
by John Caminiti & Daniel O'Connell 
Students often complain that cases deal-
ing with discrimination against homosex-
uals, sodomy, adoption by same sex 
couples and other sexuality-based issues, 
are given short shrift in class or are not 
mentioned at all. 
Ms. Paula Ettelbrick has offered to 
teach the course at Fordham. She also cur-
rently teaches a court entitled "Sexuality 
and the Law" at New York Law School. 
Ettelbrick is the Legal Director of Lambda 
Legal Defense and Education fund, a non-
profit organization that- works nationally 
to defend and extend the rights of lesbians 
and gay men through test-case litigation ' 
and public education. 
The course has been extremely success-
ful at New York Law School and Ms . 
A proposal was submitted-to the admin-
istration on November 5, 1990 calling for 
a new elective to be offered at Fordham 
Law SchooL Tentatively titled "Sexual 
Orientation and the Law," the proposal was 
endorsed by the Student Bar Association, 
the Gay and Lesbian Law Association, and Ettelrick has found students to be en-
over 200 interested students. If this course thusiastic and very interested in the subject 
is approved, Fordham would be joining matter. In fact , whil.e a small seminar is 
other east coast law schools that already the ideal setting for this course, the over--
offer simiJar courses. whelming support from the students 
H d Y 1 N Y U B kl S makes this impractical . arvar, a e, . . ., roo yn, tan-
ford, and New York Law offer such a class By adding this course to its curriculum, 
with titles like: Sexual Identity and the Law, Fordham would be responding to the many 
Sexuality and the Law, Law and Sexuality, legal issues affecting the lives of lesbians 
and Sexual Orientation and the Law. and gay men . 
November 30, 1990 
The' -Dartmouth Review 
' .. 
Why I Hated College 
The Advocate 
student was spotted, readers should en-
courage him to bathe ·more frequently, or 
at least remain off campus where he be~ 
longed as he detracted from the beautiful 
New Hampshire scenery. The Review 
continued to harass this student both in 
I was to learn later, the Review is often their paper and in person for months . 
by Caroline Marshall concerned with illiteracy: in 1982 they fo- The Review's "sometimes juvenile anti-
The first time j was introduced to Th~ cused on the sup~sed iIIi~eracy ~f the.ir cs" (as Mr. Forsythe refers to them) are 
Dartmouth Review was on my way into black classmates In an artIcle wntten In not juvenile, they are malicious; nor are 
my first freshman class ' dinner at "black english" titled ' "Dis Sho Ain't No they sometimes, they are weekly. While 
h C II A h h Jive, Bro." Dartmout 0 ege. t t e entrance to t e . I hope that there are "small group[s] of 
dining hall a table was set up from which - Dunng my 'second week. at Dartmouth students fervent with ideas on how to make 
a group of students were handing out free I was introduced to another group of stu- the world .a bette~ p'lace .... group[s] 
tee-shirts and newspapers. When the per- dents-a grou~ of students whose nameS -that [are] not fighting for [their] own self 
son in front of me reached the table the had been pub~lshed and ~hose words .had interests , but the ideals of fairness, justice 
students asked for his name, found it on been quoted In the ReVIew the. p.revlOus and the integrity of Western cultural and 
their list, checked it off and asked him sem~ster. These students made It Into the intellectual heritage ," the Dartmouth stu-
what size he wore. They reached into the ReVIew because they had attended a dents who make up the Dartmouth Review 
box behind them pulled out a large and weekly student-spo~sored gay and lesbian are not among them. The Dartmouth Re-
asked him if he wanted a copy of their support grouP. meetIng. view doesn't even focus its aim on any 
paper. He said, "no, that's alright," re- At the ~eetIng, unbeknownst to the stu- "establishment." They aim at individuals: 
sumed talking to his friends, and pulled dents was a future editor-in-chief of the individual homosexual students; indi-
the shirt over his head. The tee-shrts were Review. Not only did tn~ Re~iew ~ublish vidual black professors; and individual lib-
nice 100% cotton and mostly white . On the contents of the meetIng In theIr next erals. Thus, the Dartmouth Review has 
the front was, what is commonly called ~ss~e: they also felt it important to send found its way into the national press not 
an "Indian symbol"-Dartmouth"s is a IndIVIdual letters home to the ~arents of because it employs journalists worth im-
green and red character of a Native Amer- students who attended the meetIng. itating but because it is an irresponsible, 
ican with a mohawk. When it was my tum . In my third week at Dartmo~th ~he Re- mean-spirited newspaper worthy of con-
I declined the tee-shirt and took the news,- vIew devoted space to a specIal Interest tempt. 
paper instead . Thus my first meal at my story .. a true story about an infant with a Finally, though they may not have fi-
new school was spent reading why defective heart . In an effort to save her nancial support from the university (nor. 
Dartmouth (which was initially chartered life, her doctors attempted to replace her does ,the~ liberal counterpart), the Review 
as a school for Native Americans) made heart with that of a primate. The Review has been the recipient of hundreds of 
a mistake when it abolished the Indian sym- speculated on what a scene it must have thousands of dollars from established Re-
bol at the request of the college's Native been in the operating room. They depicted publican groups and individuals. The 
American students and alumni. My favor- an infant attached to an I. V. hanging from same Republican groups and individuals 
ite Review observation was that the Native the operating lights . The day after that that find former Review members posi-
. American students were strangely reject- issue came out, the infant died. tions as speech writers for such established 
ing the symbol when one would have ex- Aside from repeatedly taking aim at politicians as Ronald Reagan , George 
pected them to embrace it. The Review specific grou'ps on campus such as Native Bush and Dan Quayle. 
felt that surely the image of the fictional Americans, Blacks, women and If Lane Forsythe would like to join a 
Indian -warrior must be a' welcome site10 hofi1osexuals,' the' Rl:!vie was' often''fo- grbu"b of ideari'Sti~ students wilJj~g to stand I 
the Native American students who must cused on individual students as well as up for ideals of fairness and justice perhaps 
by this point in t~eir lives be craving a professors. One year after a s~ud~nt . had he ought to sPend his time discrediting the. 
role model: certainly the students must ' openly opposed some of the ReVIew s vIews Dartmouth Review on the pages of the 
have found the illiterate and alcoholic and tactics, th~y published his p~oto- Advocate , rather than lending them sup-
adults they were raised by insuffiGient. As graph. The ReVIew suggested that If the port. , 
• Nautilus & Eagle Fitness Centers • Stairmasters , 
• Aerobics Exercise Studios • Treadmills ..., 
• Free Weights Center • Squash Courts 
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Computer Glossary 
Continued from page lO 
3. Run the <Chkdsk If> Command: 
After frequent use or when a program 
is interrupted during ' the creation of a 
file (i.e. you tum off the computer be-
fore properly exiting), lost clusters can 
result. Lost clusters are a group of disk 
sectors that are not m¥ked as free but 
are not allocated to a file. They take 
pp space and if left untreated, can cause 
serious damage to the drive . They can 
be periodically cleaned up by using the 
DOS <Chkdsk If> command, or by 
using a utility program such as the Nor-
ton Disk Doctor. 
RAM: RAM is an acronym for Random 
Access Memory, the computer' s main 
memory for temporarily using and storing 
data. Be aware that data stored in RAM 
is temporary-it is gone forever wh<;n you 
tum off the PC or exit the application you 
are working in . For perm.anent storage, 
always save to a hard drive or floppy disk-
ette . As you become more sophisticated 
with computers, you will undoub~edly dis-
cover one of the ironclad laws of comput-
ing: you can never have too much RAM. 
if you are buying a new PC, I strongly · 
recommend that you get a minimum of 2 
megabytes to start with, a& this is the 
minimum required for multitasking. 
I hope the following discussion has 
helped you sort out the various compo-
nents of the IBM-compatible PC. If you 
have any questions about what I've just 
discusse~, or "any, ~~~S,\\~~s)n ~.,?neral 
about PC's, please leave a note in my box 
or at the offices of the Advocate and r will 
respond to them as soon as possible . I also 
plan to answer commonly asked questions 
in my future columns. Until then, happy 
hacking. 
;t 
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Master of Laws 
BostOll University 
School of Law 
November 30, 1990 
LL.M. Degree in Banking Law Studies 
I 
-:~·;--~rf·-·~ ~-'= =-
:: = := 
A unique graduate pr.ogram offering multi-disciplinary courses 
of study in American Banking law Studies and in International ' 
Banking law Studies. 
Taught by faculty of the Boston University SchOOl of Law, 
emin~nt banking law attorneys and management experts, these 
innovative programs provide an exceptional blend of intellec-
tual and practical education at one of the .nation's best law 
schools. Covering the full range of advanced banking law 
subjects, the curriculum also inclLJdes courses specially 
I developed to introduce lawyers to . the economic and manage-
rial'aspects of the U.S. and international financial services . 
industries. 
These comprehensive LL.M. programs offer unparalleled edu-
cational opportunities for lawyers who wish to practice in 
these dynamic areas of speCialization. 
Applications are now being accepted for full- or part-time 
enrollme'nt- in September 1991 . 
For a catalogue containing detailed 
information and application forms, write: 
Graduate Program in Bank~ng Law Studies 
Morin Center for Banking Law Studies 
Boston University School of Law 
765 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
• i 
or call: 617/353-3023 ' ;' I ,. " 
.• : t '".; I !' t t I' , • "t' )', • 
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. "'\... ,... ", .An eql:lal. opp~rtunity, affirmative :action institution 
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Natural Law Concluded 
Continued from page 8 
different problem. It is highly doubtful 
that we .could aJl be forced to believe in 
the same ideas of justice and morality, not 
to mention Catholic, orthodoxy . 
Is it Possible to Avoid Relativism? 
demographic realities of the student 
populace. 
On the other hand, a purely posItIVe 
study would not meet the depth of the 
minds of our student body. While the 
"black letter" provides an adequate educa-
tion for practical purposes, it does not pro-
vide a historical, philosophical , or moral 
background for the law. In short, it is not 
thought provoking. Instead, Fordham 
should adopt principles of the Neo-Natural 
Law, of the k.ind embraced by Justice 
Brennan and Judge Cardozo . 
In terms of structure for our school, 
teaching Neo-Natural Law required elec-
tives which aJlow a student to learn the 
philosophical and historical background of 
moraJly-bound words such as "reasona-
ble" or "justice." In the classroom, Neo-
Natural Law requires students to seriously 
consult their consciences . What it requires 
from professors is a serious commitment 
to the Dialectic and a respect for the views 
of students. The recurring questions would 
be: "What is the judge assuming about the 
ond'Restatement of Contracts adopted tllis ' 
moral principle and urged enforcement 
charitable pledges without requiring con-
sideration or reliance . 
In conclusion, Neo-Natural Law princi-
. r .. 
. ~r. 
.. , -: ~.::.. 
, . 
ples~ ehcouJ'a-ge students ·to: (1)' engage in 
the Dialectic and (2) consult their moral 
conscience. Adopting these principles 
would give Fordham Law School a better 
sense of identity than "the friendly place 
to go to get a good job." 
" 
, ? 
- w ..... l;T,.o '(0\00 ~lt.I'C. • 
" \, ~,.,. ~ I.."w? 
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In order to teach Traditional Natural Law 
someone will first have to articulate the 
principle of "objective" morality and jus-
tice. This step is necessary because, as a 
feJlow Fordham student pointed out, 
someone whose cultural background is 
non-Western may not find "truths" to be 
the same as Aragones. Because that person 
may not understand Traditional Natural 
Law on his or her own, he or she wiJl 
have to receive explicit instruction on what 
the Traditional Natural Law is. This feat 
would entail positing objective and abso-
lute truths, something on which even the 
Traditional Natural Law theorists could 
not come to perfect agreement. One of the 
only things that Traditional Natural Law 
theorists universaJly believe is, that their 
own picture of perfect society is objec-
tively and absolutely correct. nature of humankind and morality?;" _.-.;.~~~~~~....;;....;,~ ......... _~ ______ ,!"",!! ____ ",,; ___ ~ ... 
"What are the moral consequences of such 
a rule?" While such a study would still 
require an education in the positive law, 
it would go beyond the "black letter" to 
inquire into the moral ramifications of 
each rule, much in the way that Law and 
Economics inquires into the economic 
consequences of a particular rule. 
When someone at Fordham, perhaps 
Mr. Aragones, is pressed for the perfect 
account of justice or morality , it would 
surely be criticized and discussed . The end 
result, after vigorous debate, would inevit-
ably be "I respect your beliefs although I 
do not agree with them." The problem for 
Aragones is that the moment another view 
is tolerated as possibly true , the notion 
that morals are "absolute" is gone and re-
lativism is in play; there is no getting 
around it. 
Relativism is a tool essential to the Soc-
ratic Method. Dialectic, in the early Platonic 
dialogues, was the question and answer 
process whereby Socrates would approach 
a subject professing to know something 
with certainty and pose question after 
question to his pupil, eventuaJly leading 
the student into self-contradiction and a 
state of utter confusion. This state of ina-
bility to answer was a fundamental part 
of Socrates ' method . Socrates himself de-
nied absolute knowledge of any kind . 
Applying this principle to class di scus-
sions, there is nothing wrong with putting 
two cases beside each other, going through 
an exhaustive discussion, and concluding 
that they are virtuaJly irreconcilable. Why 
must we believe that there is a reconciliat-
ing answer? To come out of law school 
thinking that there is an answer to aJl ques-
tions of justice is naive at best. We , as 
lawyers, must be prepared for anything. 
Our minds must be flexible enough to 
rebut unpredictable arguments that em-
brace unpredictable moral values. We can-
not assume that a perfect and orderly struc-
ture of law really exists as we find them 
in our textbooks. Ask any practicing attor-
ney and they will teJl you that it is virtuaJly 
impossible to predict how even a non-jury 
trial wiJl come out. This is, in fact , what 
we are taught in law school : never be too 
certain about anything. 
Is there anything wrong with a professor 
answering a student's question with: WeJl , 
scholar A says X, scholar B says Y, 
scholar C says Z, but who knows? To each 
in a way that assumes only one truth may 
preserve tradition and status quo, but it 
also creates students who do have fluidity 
of thought. 
SOLUTION 
Aragones advocates an adoption of the 
Traditional Natural Law approach. Such 
a solution seems' "natural! t A-ragone 
since Fordham is ' a Catholic school. But 
his logic is askew and does not reflect the 
A recurring course objective . would be 
to inquire into particular judge's view of 
morality and the nature of human b~ings . 
It requires an analysis of the moral consen-
sus at the time and place of a pat1icul~ 
Qpjn~Qn oc.statute in order to d'scorver;why 
a case fteld the way it did . I 
Indeed , the Neo-Natural Law can be 
sued to explain the positive law much like 
Law and Economics attempts to explain 
the case law by way of economics. For 
example, one view of Neo-Natural Law 
could be that law is the result of the search 
for moral principles according to the per-
ceived picture of human nature . 
Strictly adhering to the existing positive 
law would not have resulted in ' a great 
deal of change. But because judges en-
gaged in the exercise of Natural Law, the 
law changed with different "higher" moral 
principles depending on changing no-
of human nature. 
Strictly adhering to the existing positive 
law would not have resulted in a great 
deal of change . But because judges en-
gaged in the exercise of Natural Law', the 
law changed with different "higher" moral 
principles depending on changing no-
tions of human nature . Judge Cardozo and 
Justice Brennan are examples of those who 
embraced Natural Law principles . They 
consulted their moral conscience and their 
understanding of human nature in making 
judicial rulings . Often, this entailed depar-
ture from the strict legal text or strict pre-
cedent rooted in the positive law. 
To give one example, Judge Cardozo, 
in ALLegheny College, was confronted with 
the problem of precedent that, when 
applied to the facts at hand, was against 
his moral conscienc.:e. Defendant's dece-
dent, Mary Yates Johnson, had made a 
solemn charitable pledge to AllegheF,ly 
College for which there was no consider-
ation. As Fordham Professor Edward 
orio points -out in his Contracts course, 
Cardozo 1 · ' lturne<t. '(tbi!~'fwarltl 'l.upside' 
down to find a bargain," The bargain 
theory for ·enforciflg eont-r-asts was clearly 
not in play, but Cardozo's moral consci-
ence was , Several decades later, the Sec-
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